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Social platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, Youtube, LinkedIn, 
Instagram, Pinterest, Snapchat, G+, Whats App (and a plethora of 
others) are effectively online social spaces where people can 
converse, share, connect and engage.

These channels now pervade most of our everyday lives. Whilst 
many started out as personal tools, they’ve largely be appropriated 
by businesses and brands. And is it that any surprise? Of course 
not. These channels provide opportunity to highly target audiences 
and through the ease of shareability, allow one to significantly 
extend reach.

Of course, the channels in and of themselves are merely 
technologies that enable us to connect and in some cases, enhance 
the content we develop. [Think filters and video streaming 
capabilities]. A key component to being successful on social is 
about ‘engaging’ your audiences – and for that we need content. 

One such aspect of content is of course good old ‘blogging’. Blogs 
enable people to share views, news, ideas and advice about 
something they’re passionate about. Businesses have blogs, people 
have blogs, cats and dogs have blogs! It’s a way to communicate 
what’s happening, how you feel about something, provide advice 
and share. Most websites have blogs as this enables them to easily 
keep the content of their site updated without having to change 
major pages. The blog acts as a live ‘news’ channel for the website – 
updating content regularly helps with online visibility – being found 
in Google searches. 

With social channels and with blogs or any other content you 
create. The objective is to get people interested and engaged by 
providing authentic, transparent and relevant information. If they 

engage with what you have to say or share, then hopefully they will 
tell others. People will then follow your musings, they may even 
subscribe to your blog or Youtube channel, or follow your social 
channels. Those following you effectively become your advocates, 
helping you to share your message into their audiences. And in the 
age of the recommendation generation, where research tells us 
that over 70% of purchases are influenced by peer 
recommendations, online recommendations and social validation – 
then it makes sense to work at ensuring positive things are being 
shared online about your business, brand, products or services. 

Similarly, you may participate in online groups. Facebook Groups 
have become more popular than ever before. LinkedIn Groups are 
still hanging in there too. And of course, there are good old 
fashioned forums. Often these groups focus on a specific area of 
interest. There are a collective of likeminded people, advising, 
supporting and assisting one another. The focus is not on selling. 
And if people go into a group with that mindset, they’re likely to be 
quickly kicked out. It’s a place to build reputation, share opinion 
and grow relationships. 

In fact, here at Carvill we have our own Facebook Group
Social Souls’. Social Souls is a group of people committed to 
keeping up to speed with what’s happening in the world of social. 
And all are happy to help one another and support one another by 
asking and answering questions. Because, in the ever changing 
world of digital marketing and social media, whether you’re a 
newbie or have been in the space for a number of years, there are 
NO stupid questions. 
If you’d like to join Social Souls – you can do so by clicking here.
Or visiting: https://www.facebook.com/groups/socialsoulsUK/

   

Whether you’re setting out to achieve a position of authority or 
showcase that you’re an expert in your field, or to learn, share and 
generally participate, social media platforms are now firmly 
cemented into purposeful and savvy marketing strategies.

Of course, people do try to use these social networking platforms 
for direct sales, but that tends to turn off the social audience. So, 
whilst making sales may be part of the end game, direct selling 
should never be your main objective for engaging. The essence is 
to engage, educate, grow trust and then who knows, they may do 
business with you. 

Of course, there are times when you may run promotions 
specifically to drive sales – and social advertising can be used
very effectively. 

The other key thing to consider is that social media activity should 
also focus on delivering the objectives of the business. Don’t do 
‘social media’ just for the sale of doing ‘social media’.

So many times we hear from businesses that have jumped straight 
into social networking channels, purely because their competitors 
are on them. 

Our advice is, rather than doing social media purely to keep up 
with the competition – it’s far better to consider your business 
objectives, understand how the social channels behave and then 
plan how you can leverage them to help you deliver on your 
specific business objectives. 

For example, if your objectives are around growing your presence 
in a certain sector, then that direction gives you a specific steer on 
the types of people or businesses you will need to connect with.
If you are looking for lead generation, then you are going to be 
thinking about who the key influencers are in your space and then 
aiming to connect and nuture relationships with them.

This planning guide is very much a starting point for
you to help you consider how you can be plugging social media 
channels into your marketing mix. You’ll probably find our highly 
practical book outlined below pretty useful too. 

The Business of Being Social, A Practical
Guide to Harnessing Twitter, Facebook, 
LinkedIn, Youtube and other social media 
networks for all Businesses 

This is the second edition of the book.
The first was published in 2012 and this
version 2015. Whilst some of the platform
data may have changed, the strategy, theory
and principles are still as valid in January 2018
(the time this guide was updated).
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showcase that you’re an expert in your field, or to learn, share and 
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Of course, people do try to use these social networking platforms 
for direct sales, but that tends to turn off the social audience. So, 
whilst making sales may be part of the end game, direct selling 
should never be your main objective for engaging. The essence is 
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specifically to drive sales – and social advertising can be used
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also focus on delivering the objectives of the business. Don’t do 
‘social media’ just for the sale of doing ‘social media’.

So many times we hear from businesses that have jumped straight 
into social networking channels, purely because their competitors 
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Our advice is, rather than doing social media purely to keep up 
with the competition – it’s far better to consider your business 
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in a certain sector, then that direction gives you a specific steer on 
the types of people or businesses you will need to connect with.
If you are looking for lead generation, then you are going to be 
thinking about who the key influencers are in your space and then 
aiming to connect and nuture relationships with them.

This planning guide is very much a starting point for
you to help you consider how you can be plugging social media 
channels into your marketing mix. You’ll probably find our highly 
practical book outlined below pretty useful too. 

The Business of Being Social, A Practical
Guide to Harnessing Twitter, Facebook, 
LinkedIn, Youtube and other social media 
networks for all Businesses 

This is the second edition of the book.
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  I’m not going to go into detail about Facebook Ads in this
  guide – but you will find our Facebook Ads Guide useful.
  And again, you’ll find this on the  Carvill blog. 

  • LinkedIn Company Page – Aside from having your own
  personal profile on LinkedIn (and after all, as a person in   
  business, why wouldn’t you?), then you can have a corporate  
  page for your company too.  You can post your blog posts to  
  this – and showcase your products and services and    
  encourage your employees and your customers to follow
  your Page.  That said, it may be that instead of pushing your
  company page, if you own your own business, you may want
  to push the majority of business development, thought
  leadership and promotion for your business, via your own
  personal LinkedIn profile. Again, this goes back to the thinking
  and planning about what you want to achieve and what the
  best way to go about it is. [Again, if you want to run
  advertising on LinkedIn to target specific audiences – then
  you have to do this via a Company Page]. 

  Youtube Channel – It’s your own TV channel. Video can   
  speak a thousand words and is the most consumed media   
  online, so certainly worth considering having your own   
  channel. Share your products, your brand / business story.  
  Look at the types of videos that inspire you. Consider the use  
  of video as part of your content strategy. After all – content is  
  a key component of your social media and marketing activity. 

  Google+ - I used to say this channel was a must for all   
  businesses. Particularly as Google own Google+ and    
  therefore, by having more content out there on Google could  
  only be a good thing. There’s still evidence that your Google+  
  profile can drive traffic, but given Google changed everything  

  to become ‘Google my Business’ – which includes your listing  
  on Google, location etc – then the G+ content aspect has   
  reduced. That said, it’s still a really useful platform to explore  
  from a research perspective. There are some great    
  communities and some great content. But again, think about  
  your objectives, the time you have and importantly, where   
  your audience spend their time. 

  Pinterest – A visual way to showcase your business. Because  
  it’s so visual one would say it lends itself very easily to creative  
  industries such as art, design, architecture, photography,   
  visual products, hair, makeup, fashion etc. But actually, what  
  we’ve found is that as long as you have visual content, then  
  Pinterest can be good for any business. We worked with an  
  Estate Agent and their properties did really well on Pinterest –  
  it became one of their key traffic sources. So don’t feel   
  Pinterest is restricted to ‘creative’ industries.  

  Instagram – Fast becoming one of the most popular   
  mediums, particularly with the younger and millennial   
  audiences, Instagram is an online mobile photo and video   
  sharing network. The ‘stories’ feature is becoming hugely   
  popular and allows you to share content that you may not   
  want to post to the main account, but that is still interesting  
  to your audience. Used a lot for ‘behind the scenes’ live   
  footage – for events, exhibitions, talks, launches etc – it   
  provides a real insight for your audiences to engage with.   
  Stories have a limited shelf life 24 hours, unless they get   
  downloaded.  The visual appeal is key – and the use of   
  popular hashtags can help you extend your reach. In fact, on  
  this platform you can use up to 30 hashtags per post. But, in  
  light of recent algorithm changes over on Facebook – given  
  that Facebook own Instagram, there seems to be changes in  

In May 2018, we’ll have a new book coming out. Get Social 
– Social Media Strategy and Tactics for Leaders. It’s on 
pre-order/available here, if you’re keen to grab a copy. 

Even today, in 2018 a time when many of these social channels   
have been around for a number of years, creating a Marketing 
Strategy that includes social media channels as part of mainstream 
marketing activity is still not the absolute norm for many 
businesses. 

Businesses of all shapes and sizes are often only just touching the 
surface when it comes to understanding what they need to do to 
plug in social media to make it really have an impact for their 
business. There’s still fear around ‘opening the floodgates’ and many 
businesses are uncomfortable with the transparency and reach 
these potentially far reaching channels enable. However, of course, 
it’s these aspects that are also the attractive features. 

Your social media activity does have to be managed effectively,     
just as any other marketing activity. Ideally, by people that truly 
understand what they’re doing, with very clear objectives in mind. 
We’ve all seen the bad new case studies reported in the papers, 
when things go wrong. When organisations haven’t thought through 
their activity and importantly, give the wrong people control.

And because social networks are changing things all the time, then 
keeping up with social media means that organisations have to run 
faster than is comfortable. However, effective planning, just as you 
would with any marketing activity is absolutely necessary. 

This social media planning guide sets out to help you embrace social 
media platforms as part of your ongoing marketing activity. It’s 
designed as useful starting point, and hopefully you find it useful. 

  performance happening on this channel too. At the moment –  
  5-6 relevant hashtags are being advised, but. But our advice is  
  don‘t beleive the hype. Instead always, do, test, watch and                    
  learn. What’s right for one, may not be right for you.

 • Snapchat – This platform championed the ‘story’ feature. The  
  images and posts had a 10 second lifespan. This channel is  
  still hugely popular with the very young social audience – the  
  13-25 year olds. However, there are major brands using these  
  channels and as with all the social channels, Snapchat is being  
  appropriated by older users too. Again, Snapchat is purely   
  mobile. Used a lot for live streams, behind the scenes footage  
  – and due to the fact that the content disappears after a short  
  time, the involvement level from users is high. 

Given that there’s so much going on with each of the networks 
and that they each contribute slightly differently to your 
online visibility, then there really is a need for you to consider 
which channels are right for you. Go back to those questions: 
Which channels are my audience using? Which channels work 
for us? What content do we need to create? What’s our 
frequency on the channels? What’s the best practice for each 
channel and how does that fit for what we’re equipped to do?

Of course, if you decide that you need to be active on a few 
channels, then you may find it useful to schedule all your social 
networking activities for the week. This helps you create some 
discipline and consistency. For example, if you decide you want to 
create a blog post, a Facebook Live or Instagram Live each week 
and let’s say, an Instagram post a day and an Instagram Story a 
day, share your blog to LinkedIn company profile and on Twitter. 
Then you can see that having a publishing calendar helps.
Of course, social media dashboards not only let you publish and 

schedule content, they also give you resources to tune in and listen 
in and track relevant conversations. Listening is just as important, if 
not more so, than publishing – and so don’t underestimate the 
power of listening and finding relevant conversations and content 
to share to your audiences. 
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3.2. Where do you share

Typical social networks you may involve and why:

 • Twitter – great for listening, tracking, connecting, research  
   and targeting.

 • Blogs – the perfect platform for sharing a whole range of   
  content. Your blog gives your content a firm base. It should
  be housed within your website to assist with keeping your
  website refreshed and up to date which assists with SEO.

 • Facebook Groups – Fast becoming one of the strongest ways
  to build reach, engagement and community – a Facebook
  Group could be utilised to bring together people around a
  specific area of interest. It may be that you add on a Facebook
   Group for your customers.

 • Facebook Ads – Advertising on the social networks has
  become a must. Organic reach, particularly on Facebook and
  Instagram, due to algorithm changes has been declining.

 • Facebook Page – great for building a community space for
  your customers and for running Facebook Ads or boosting
  your posts to showcase your services and product to reach
  and engage with new audiences.  [Note you have to have a
  Facebook Business Page to run advertising – you cannot run
  ads from your personal Facebook profile]. You can also
  stream live video into your Facebook Page / Facebook Profile 
  and your Facebook Groups. In line with major algorithm
  changes that make the organic visibility of your content even
  more challenging. Video is currently proving to be one of the
  key ways of engaging reach on this platform. Facebook is all
  about engagement so you really have to focus on getting  
  people involved and talking about your products / services /  
  discussions. Share videos, pictures and ensuring you’re going  
  back and answering any questions, or thanking people for   
  their insights. and rapidly over the past couple of years. If you
  are serious about visibility on Facebook, then you really do
  need to include a budget for either running ads into targeted
  audiences or boosting posts.

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Get-Social-Strategy-Tactics-Leaders/dp/0749482559/ref=sr_1_sc_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1520278614&sr=8-3-spell&keywords=miachelle+carvill
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Get-Social-Strategy-Tactics-Leaders/dp/0749482559/ref=sr_1_sc_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1520278614&sr=8-3-spell&keywords=miachelle+carvill


  I’m not going to go into detail about Facebook Ads in this
  guide – but you will find our Facebook Ads Guide useful.
  And again, you’ll find this on the  Carvill blog. 

  • LinkedIn Company Page – Aside from having your own
  personal profile on LinkedIn (and after all, as a person in   
  business, why wouldn’t you?), then you can have a corporate  
  page for your company too.  You can post your blog posts to  
  this – and showcase your products and services and    
  encourage your employees and your customers to follow
  your Page.  That said, it may be that instead of pushing your
  company page, if you own your own business, you may want
  to push the majority of business development, thought
  leadership and promotion for your business, via your own
  personal LinkedIn profile. Again, this goes back to the thinking
  and planning about what you want to achieve and what the
  best way to go about it is. [Again, if you want to run
  advertising on LinkedIn to target specific audiences – then
  you have to do this via a Company Page]. 

  Youtube Channel – It’s your own TV channel. Video can   
  speak a thousand words and is the most consumed media   
  online, so certainly worth considering having your own   
  channel. Share your products, your brand / business story.  
  Look at the types of videos that inspire you. Consider the use  
  of video as part of your content strategy. After all – content is  
  a key component of your social media and marketing activity. 

  Google+ - I used to say this channel was a must for all   
  businesses. Particularly as Google own Google+ and    
  therefore, by having more content out there on Google could  
  only be a good thing. There’s still evidence that your Google+  
  profile can drive traffic, but given Google changed everything  

  to become ‘Google my Business’ – which includes your listing  
  on Google, location etc – then the G+ content aspect has   
  reduced. That said, it’s still a really useful platform to explore  
  from a research perspective. There are some great    
  communities and some great content. But again, think about  
  your objectives, the time you have and importantly, where   
  your audience spend their time. 

  Pinterest – A visual way to showcase your business. Because  
  it’s so visual one would say it lends itself very easily to creative  
  industries such as art, design, architecture, photography,   
  visual products, hair, makeup, fashion etc. But actually, what  
  we’ve found is that as long as you have visual content, then  
  Pinterest can be good for any business. We worked with an  
  Estate Agent and their properties did really well on Pinterest –  
  it became one of their key traffic sources. So don’t feel   
  Pinterest is restricted to ‘creative’ industries.  

  Instagram – Fast becoming one of the most popular   
  mediums, particularly with the younger and millennial   
  audiences, Instagram is an online mobile photo and video   
  sharing network. The ‘stories’ feature is becoming hugely   
  popular and allows you to share content that you may not   
  want to post to the main account, but that is still interesting  
  to your audience. Used a lot for ‘behind the scenes’ live   
  footage – for events, exhibitions, talks, launches etc – it   
  provides a real insight for your audiences to engage with.   
  Stories have a limited shelf life 24 hours, unless they get   
  downloaded.  The visual appeal is key – and the use of   
  popular hashtags can help you extend your reach. In fact, on  
  this platform you can use up to 30 hashtags per post. But, in  
  light of recent algorithm changes over on Facebook – given  
  that Facebook own Instagram, there seems to be changes in  

1. What is [insert your company name] looking to achieve  
  from a marketing / social media perspective?

 • Increase awareness of a new service / brand
 • Share authority / expert opinion
 • Raise general brand / service awareness
 • Become a trusted influencer in the space
 • Attract people to your website(s)
 • Use as a customer service channel
 • Lead generation
 • PR
 • Humanise the brand 
 • Provide a service
 • Research

Design what you’re looking to achieve and what fits with your overall 
business objectives before you dive in and engage. Once you know 
what you want to achieve, that helps to steer your image, tone of 
voice, who you’ll be targeting and connecting with and importantly, 
the content you create. 

2. Research and understand your social media audience
With the objectives in place, then before you jump into engaging you 
first need to do the all important ‘listening’. What’s going on in the 
channels? What are the conversations that your target audience are 
having? Which channels are they on?

“Talking is silver, listening is gold”
 • What are they saying?
 • Who are the influencers?
 • What’s the sentiment?
 • What are they sharing and engaging with?
 • What time of day do things seem more active?

3. Engaging
Once you have an understanding of the types of conversations that 
are happening within the target audience across the social channels, 
then you are better equipped to start engaging in an effective way.  
Whilst you may be thinking that you can simply create one message 
and fire it out across 4 or 5 different channels – then think again. 
Remember, each channel is slightly different. It’s not a simple cut 
and paste job. Hashtags work on Twitter and Instagram. And there 
are different tactics for their use on those channels. LinkedIn is 
where the professionals spend time, so your messaging will need to 
change depending on which channel you are participating on. 

Let’s take a look at engaging in more detail:

3.1. What’s relevant to share
For example: 
Think about the relevant areas of your business that you will be 
sharing about your sector, your services and your audience. 

Eg:  
 • Share advice / contacts
 • Sharing articles / blog posts / expertise 
 • Live streaming / Q&A sessions / interviews
 • Features and benefits of your product / service
 • Testimonials / case studies / product reviews
 • Customer or product research findings
 • Images / videos posted by customers
 • Things you want to know about your audience / polls  
  questionnaires
 • Curating other topical content to share 

  performance happening on this channel too. At the moment –  
  5-6 relevant hashtags are being advised, but. But our advice is  
  don‘t beleive the hype. Instead always, do, test, watch and                    
  learn. What’s right for one, may not be right for you.

 • Snapchat – This platform championed the ‘story’ feature. The  
  images and posts had a 10 second lifespan. This channel is  
  still hugely popular with the very young social audience – the  
  13-25 year olds. However, there are major brands using these  
  channels and as with all the social channels, Snapchat is being  
  appropriated by older users too. Again, Snapchat is purely   
  mobile. Used a lot for live streams, behind the scenes footage  
  – and due to the fact that the content disappears after a short  
  time, the involvement level from users is high. 

Given that there’s so much going on with each of the networks 
and that they each contribute slightly differently to your 
online visibility, then there really is a need for you to consider 
which channels are right for you. Go back to those questions: 
Which channels are my audience using? Which channels work 
for us? What content do we need to create? What’s our 
frequency on the channels? What’s the best practice for each 
channel and how does that fit for what we’re equipped to do?

Of course, if you decide that you need to be active on a few 
channels, then you may find it useful to schedule all your social 
networking activities for the week. This helps you create some 
discipline and consistency. For example, if you decide you want to 
create a blog post, a Facebook Live or Instagram Live each week 
and let’s say, an Instagram post a day and an Instagram Story a 
day, share your blog to LinkedIn company profile and on Twitter. 
Then you can see that having a publishing calendar helps.
Of course, social media dashboards not only let you publish and 

schedule content, they also give you resources to tune in and listen 
in and track relevant conversations. Listening is just as important, if 
not more so, than publishing – and so don’t underestimate the 
power of listening and finding relevant conversations and content 
to share to your audiences. 
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Strategic Overview
3.2. Where do you share

Typical social networks you may involve and why:

 • Twitter – great for listening, tracking, connecting, research  
   and targeting.

 • Blogs – the perfect platform for sharing a whole range of   
  content. Your blog gives your content a firm base. It should
  be housed within your website to assist with keeping your
  website refreshed and up to date which assists with SEO.

 • Facebook Groups – Fast becoming one of the strongest ways
  to build reach, engagement and community – a Facebook
  Group could be utilised to bring together people around a
  specific area of interest. It may be that you add on a Facebook
   Group for your customers.

 • Facebook Ads – Advertising on the social networks has
  become a must. Organic reach, particularly on Facebook and
  Instagram, due to algorithm changes has been declining.

 • Facebook Page – great for building a community space for
  your customers and for running Facebook Ads or boosting
  your posts to showcase your services and product to reach
  and engage with new audiences.  [Note you have to have a
  Facebook Business Page to run advertising – you cannot run
  ads from your personal Facebook profile]. You can also
  stream live video into your Facebook Page / Facebook Profile 
  and your Facebook Groups. In line with major algorithm
  changes that make the organic visibility of your content even
  more challenging. Video is currently proving to be one of the
  key ways of engaging reach on this platform. Facebook is all
  about engagement so you really have to focus on getting  
  people involved and talking about your products / services /  
  discussions. Share videos, pictures and ensuring you’re going  
  back and answering any questions, or thanking people for   
  their insights. and rapidly over the past couple of years. If you
  are serious about visibility on Facebook, then you really do
  need to include a budget for either running ads into targeted
  audiences or boosting posts.



  I’m not going to go into detail about Facebook Ads in this
  guide – but you will find our Facebook Ads Guide useful.
  And again, you’ll find this on the  Carvill blog. 

  • LinkedIn Company Page – Aside from having your own
  personal profile on LinkedIn (and after all, as a person in   
  business, why wouldn’t you?), then you can have a corporate  
  page for your company too.  You can post your blog posts to  
  this – and showcase your products and services and    
  encourage your employees and your customers to follow
  your Page.  That said, it may be that instead of pushing your
  company page, if you own your own business, you may want
  to push the majority of business development, thought
  leadership and promotion for your business, via your own
  personal LinkedIn profile. Again, this goes back to the thinking
  and planning about what you want to achieve and what the
  best way to go about it is. [Again, if you want to run
  advertising on LinkedIn to target specific audiences – then
  you have to do this via a Company Page]. 

  Youtube Channel – It’s your own TV channel. Video can   
  speak a thousand words and is the most consumed media   
  online, so certainly worth considering having your own   
  channel. Share your products, your brand / business story.  
  Look at the types of videos that inspire you. Consider the use  
  of video as part of your content strategy. After all – content is  
  a key component of your social media and marketing activity. 

  Google+ - I used to say this channel was a must for all   
  businesses. Particularly as Google own Google+ and    
  therefore, by having more content out there on Google could  
  only be a good thing. There’s still evidence that your Google+  
  profile can drive traffic, but given Google changed everything  

  to become ‘Google my Business’ – which includes your listing  
  on Google, location etc – then the G+ content aspect has   
  reduced. That said, it’s still a really useful platform to explore  
  from a research perspective. There are some great    
  communities and some great content. But again, think about  
  your objectives, the time you have and importantly, where   
  your audience spend their time. 

  Pinterest – A visual way to showcase your business. Because  
  it’s so visual one would say it lends itself very easily to creative  
  industries such as art, design, architecture, photography,   
  visual products, hair, makeup, fashion etc. But actually, what  
  we’ve found is that as long as you have visual content, then  
  Pinterest can be good for any business. We worked with an  
  Estate Agent and their properties did really well on Pinterest –  
  it became one of their key traffic sources. So don’t feel   
  Pinterest is restricted to ‘creative’ industries.  

  Instagram – Fast becoming one of the most popular   
  mediums, particularly with the younger and millennial   
  audiences, Instagram is an online mobile photo and video   
  sharing network. The ‘stories’ feature is becoming hugely   
  popular and allows you to share content that you may not   
  want to post to the main account, but that is still interesting  
  to your audience. Used a lot for ‘behind the scenes’ live   
  footage – for events, exhibitions, talks, launches etc – it   
  provides a real insight for your audiences to engage with.   
  Stories have a limited shelf life 24 hours, unless they get   
  downloaded.  The visual appeal is key – and the use of   
  popular hashtags can help you extend your reach. In fact, on  
  this platform you can use up to 30 hashtags per post. But, in  
  light of recent algorithm changes over on Facebook – given  
  that Facebook own Instagram, there seems to be changes in  

  performance happening on this channel too. At the moment –  
  5-6 relevant hashtags are being advised, but. But our advice is  
  don‘t beleive the hype. Instead always, do, test, watch and                    
  learn. What’s right for one, may not be right for you.

 • Snapchat – This platform championed the ‘story’ feature. The  
  images and posts had a 10 second lifespan. This channel is  
  still hugely popular with the very young social audience – the  
  13-25 year olds. However, there are major brands using these  
  channels and as with all the social channels, Snapchat is being  
  appropriated by older users too. Again, Snapchat is purely   
  mobile. Used a lot for live streams, behind the scenes footage  
  – and due to the fact that the content disappears after a short  
  time, the involvement level from users is high. 

Given that there’s so much going on with each of the networks 
and that they each contribute slightly differently to your 
online visibility, then there really is a need for you to consider 
which channels are right for you. Go back to those questions: 
Which channels are my audience using? Which channels work 
for us? What content do we need to create? What’s our 
frequency on the channels? What’s the best practice for each 
channel and how does that fit for what we’re equipped to do?

Of course, if you decide that you need to be active on a few 
channels, then you may find it useful to schedule all your social 
networking activities for the week. This helps you create some 
discipline and consistency. For example, if you decide you want to 
create a blog post, a Facebook Live or Instagram Live each week 
and let’s say, an Instagram post a day and an Instagram Story a 
day, share your blog to LinkedIn company profile and on Twitter. 
Then you can see that having a publishing calendar helps.
Of course, social media dashboards not only let you publish and 

schedule content, they also give you resources to tune in and listen 
in and track relevant conversations. Listening is just as important, if 
not more so, than publishing – and so don’t underestimate the 
power of listening and finding relevant conversations and content 
to share to your audiences. 
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Strategic Overview
3.2. Where do you share

Typical social networks you may involve and why:

 • Twitter – great for listening, tracking, connecting, research  
   and targeting.

 • Blogs – the perfect platform for sharing a whole range of   
  content. Your blog gives your content a firm base. It should
  be housed within your website to assist with keeping your
  website refreshed and up to date which assists with SEO.

 • Facebook Groups – Fast becoming one of the strongest ways
  to build reach, engagement and community – a Facebook
  Group could be utilised to bring together people around a
  specific area of interest. It may be that you add on a Facebook
   Group for your customers.

 • Facebook Ads – Advertising on the social networks has
  become a must. Organic reach, particularly on Facebook and
  Instagram, due to algorithm changes has been declining.

 • Facebook Page – great for building a community space for
  your customers and for running Facebook Ads or boosting
  your posts to showcase your services and product to reach
  and engage with new audiences.  [Note you have to have a
  Facebook Business Page to run advertising – you cannot run
  ads from your personal Facebook profile]. You can also
  stream live video into your Facebook Page / Facebook Profile 
  and your Facebook Groups. In line with major algorithm
  changes that make the organic visibility of your content even
  more challenging. Video is currently proving to be one of the
  key ways of engaging reach on this platform. Facebook is all
  about engagement so you really have to focus on getting  
  people involved and talking about your products / services /  
  discussions. Share videos, pictures and ensuring you’re going  
  back and answering any questions, or thanking people for   
  their insights. and rapidly over the past couple of years. If you
  are serious about visibility on Facebook, then you really do
  need to include a budget for either running ads into targeted
  audiences or boosting posts.

In a fast becoming ‘always on’ society, where we are addicted, yes addicted to our smartphones, social media provides a 
continuous conversation. Your activity should ideally be part of your audiences daily conversation, but remember, your activity 
needs to be managed in a focused and relevant way. 
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  Estate Agent and their properties did really well on Pinterest –  
  it became one of their key traffic sources. So don’t feel   
  Pinterest is restricted to ‘creative’ industries.  

  Instagram – Fast becoming one of the most popular   
  mediums, particularly with the younger and millennial   
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  sharing network. The ‘stories’ feature is becoming hugely   
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  performance happening on this channel too. At the moment –  
  5-6 relevant hashtags are being advised, but. But our advice is  
  don‘t beleive the hype. Instead always, do, test, watch and                    
  learn. What’s right for one, may not be right for you.

 • Snapchat – This platform championed the ‘story’ feature. The  
  images and posts had a 10 second lifespan. This channel is  
  still hugely popular with the very young social audience – the  
  13-25 year olds. However, there are major brands using these  
  channels and as with all the social channels, Snapchat is being  
  appropriated by older users too. Again, Snapchat is purely   
  mobile. Used a lot for live streams, behind the scenes footage  
  – and due to the fact that the content disappears after a short  
  time, the involvement level from users is high. 

Given that there’s so much going on with each of the networks 
and that they each contribute slightly differently to your 
online visibility, then there really is a need for you to consider 
which channels are right for you. Go back to those questions: 
Which channels are my audience using? Which channels work 
for us? What content do we need to create? What’s our 
frequency on the channels? What’s the best practice for each 
channel and how does that fit for what we’re equipped to do?

Of course, if you decide that you need to be active on a few 
channels, then you may find it useful to schedule all your social 
networking activities for the week. This helps you create some 
discipline and consistency. For example, if you decide you want to 
create a blog post, a Facebook Live or Instagram Live each week 
and let’s say, an Instagram post a day and an Instagram Story a 
day, share your blog to LinkedIn company profile and on Twitter. 
Then you can see that having a publishing calendar helps.
Of course, social media dashboards not only let you publish and 

schedule content, they also give you resources to tune in and listen 
in and track relevant conversations. Listening is just as important, if 
not more so, than publishing – and so don’t underestimate the 
power of listening and finding relevant conversations and content 
to share to your audiences. 
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  Pinterest – A visual way to showcase your business. Because  
  it’s so visual one would say it lends itself very easily to creative  
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  visual products, hair, makeup, fashion etc. But actually, what  
  we’ve found is that as long as you have visual content, then  
  Pinterest can be good for any business. We worked with an  
  Estate Agent and their properties did really well on Pinterest –  
  it became one of their key traffic sources. So don’t feel   
  Pinterest is restricted to ‘creative’ industries.  

  Instagram – Fast becoming one of the most popular   
  mediums, particularly with the younger and millennial   
  audiences, Instagram is an online mobile photo and video   
  sharing network. The ‘stories’ feature is becoming hugely   
  popular and allows you to share content that you may not   
  want to post to the main account, but that is still interesting  
  to your audience. Used a lot for ‘behind the scenes’ live   
  footage – for events, exhibitions, talks, launches etc – it   
  provides a real insight for your audiences to engage with.   
  Stories have a limited shelf life 24 hours, unless they get   
  downloaded.  The visual appeal is key – and the use of   
  popular hashtags can help you extend your reach. In fact, on  
  this platform you can use up to 30 hashtags per post. But, in  
  light of recent algorithm changes over on Facebook – given  
  that Facebook own Instagram, there seems to be changes in  

  performance happening on this channel too. At the moment –  
  5-6 relevant hashtags are being advised, but. But our advice is  
  don‘t beleive the hype. Instead always, do, test, watch and                    
  learn. What’s right for one, may not be right for you.

 • Snapchat – This platform championed the ‘story’ feature. The  
  images and posts had a 10 second lifespan. This channel is  
  still hugely popular with the very young social audience – the  
  13-25 year olds. However, there are major brands using these  
  channels and as with all the social channels, Snapchat is being  
  appropriated by older users too. Again, Snapchat is purely   
  mobile. Used a lot for live streams, behind the scenes footage  
  – and due to the fact that the content disappears after a short  
  time, the involvement level from users is high. 

Given that there’s so much going on with each of the networks 
and that they each contribute slightly differently to your 
online visibility, then there really is a need for you to consider 
which channels are right for you. Go back to those questions: 
Which channels are my audience using? Which channels work 
for us? What content do we need to create? What’s our 
frequency on the channels? What’s the best practice for each 
channel and how does that fit for what we’re equipped to do?

Of course, if you decide that you need to be active on a few 
channels, then you may find it useful to schedule all your social 
networking activities for the week. This helps you create some 
discipline and consistency. For example, if you decide you want to 
create a blog post, a Facebook Live or Instagram Live each week 
and let’s say, an Instagram post a day and an Instagram Story a 
day, share your blog to LinkedIn company profile and on Twitter. 
Then you can see that having a publishing calendar helps.
Of course, social media dashboards not only let you publish and 

schedule content, they also give you resources to tune in and listen 
in and track relevant conversations. Listening is just as important, if 
not more so, than publishing – and so don’t underestimate the 
power of listening and finding relevant conversations and content 
to share to your audiences. 

7. Measure, but Measure What Matters

As with all marketing activity, you need to be able to measure how 
your social media efforts are playing out.

Typical metrics MAY consider:

 • Traction / traffic to blogs / websites
 • Users signing up to surveys / petitions 
 • Lead generation sign ups on a specific landing page
 • Perhaps offers exclusive to Facebook or Instagram, tracking
  a special code
 • Picking up brand activity, more people talking, mentioning,   
  engaging with your brand
 • Content shares / engagement
 • Social account follower / growth (expansion of your base)
 • Google analytics – reviewing sales / conversions/assisted   
  conversions / traffic from social channels
 • Blog / content traction – how your content marketing is   
  performing via the channels 
 • Key influencers / bloggers you’ve connected with and they’re   
  sharing your content

The above is by no means an exhaustive list. The key is to 
understand why you are doing social and what you are looking to 
achieve, as that will assist you with setting the necessary metrics. 

And remember, vanity metrics such as the size of your following may 
not actually impact your bottom line. If the fact that you’ve got more 
Twitter follows, but it has zero impact on your business, then focus 
attention on something that is going to have an impact. Whether 
that impact is brand awareness, building relationships with key 
influencers / partners, becoming a thought leader in your space or 
assisting and driving direct sales – be clear on what your objectives 
are – and measure impact accordingly.

Don’t just measure everything just because there are metrics, let’s 
face it, there is so much data around, it’s challenging to understand 
how to analyse effectively. So instead, rather than get overwhelmed 
by the sheer amount of available data, focus on what really matters 
for you and your business and focus your time and energy on 
measuring those important aspects.

I hope you find this overview guide useful. If you’ve enjoyed it, we’d 
love to hear from you. Say hello and give us a shout out on social. 

Of course, there’s more detail in my books and you’ll find lots of 
information shared via our blog and indeed via our social channels. 

If you’re interested in learning more from me and my team, then we 
offer training and coaching courses, both online and in-house, so 
simply contact us with your requirements.

Of course, stay tuned via social via @carvillcreative or 
@michellecarvill – and you’ll find us on Facebook, Instagram and 
LinkedIn  too. 

And don’t forget Join Social Souls today – it’s a free Facebook group, 
filled with those interested in learning, sharing and supporting one 
another. The perfect place to join in the conversation. Because… in 
the ever changing world of digital marketing and social media, there 
are NO stupid questions. 

And finally, if you’d like a copy of our Practical Marketing Plan 
Overview too – simply click here.

Thanks for tuning in. 
Michelle 

Key things to check with your LinkedIn activity:

 • As a starting point be sure that your own LinkedIn Profile is up  
  to date. You are ideally looking to get to ‘All Star’ as together   
  with looking generally more professional, it enables your profile  
  to be more visible in searches.

 • Where relevant, created a LinkedIn Company Profile.

 • Create a captivating headline. For example, don’t just give your  
  job title, perhaps give your title but also a statement of your   
  intention and how you help others. I’ve seen a lot of    
  professionals simply say, Partner or Director. But that doesn’t  
  give much insight – and if you think about LinkedIn being a huge  
  search engine, you want to ensure that you give yourself the   
  best chance of being found when people are searching for
  your expertise. 

 • Join relevant groups – but only if you really see a value
  in doing so.  

Again, you’ll find a number of useful blogs on LinkedIn and ‘showing 
up’ as a professional on the Carvill blog – and these aspects are 
covered in more detail in the books we mentioned earlier too.
And if you’ve got any specific questions – be sure to join our 
Facebook Group, Social Souls – as that’s exactly what that Group 
loves to jump in and provide answers around.

6. Integrate Social into your Marketing Communications
Social media activity isn’t something that sits alone in a silo. It’s
 rarely a lone wolf and to be effective and have a greater impact, 
it’s important to integrate social media into all the activities you do. 
Always with an overriding focus on delivering on your business 
objectives. 

When developing marketing campaigns and activities, think about 
how you can be ‘plugging in’ social media to leverage reach, 
exposure, return on investment and results.

All communications and touch points be they online or offline 
should consider the social media channels. Simple activities are 
often left undone, such as including prompts on business cards, 
email footers, invoices, letterheads. Often the social icons on 
people’s websites are there, but they don’t actually link up to 
anything? If you don’t have live accounts, then take the icons off your 
site. Only have icons listed where people can easily access your 
conversations and get in touch. Otherwise, it looks a bit amateur. 

Whether you’re running an event, a product launch, a promotion etc. 
– think about where your audiences are and how you can 
communicate with them using the social channels. For example, if 
you know a lot of your customers engage via Facebook, then 
consider doing a Facebook Live to discuss the event, launch or 
promotion. And then share relevant posts and encourage 
engagement.  Consider live streaming behind the scenes content, or 
introductions to your team, product, what customers say etc. There 
are so many ways that you can optimise the channels, audiences 
and reach. 

But it won’t happen without some planning and thinking. So plan for 
it to happen and then it’s more likely to happen.

Finally… but certainly not least – let’s take a 
look at ‘Measuring’ your
social media effectiveness.

4. An overview of blogging
Blogs, in our humble opinion, have historically formed the backbone 
to most business’s social content. And in a world where the quality 
of content you share is very much still ‘king’, and marketers, 
businesses and brands are all publishers, then content REALLY 
matters.

Content can be many things, (as we’ve explored a little in here – but 
be sure to tune into to our Content Guide for more on content). Your 
all-important content needs a home – and blogs can provide a 
flexible home for your content, that works well for your audience 
and also well for you and your website. 

As well as creating your own content and sharing it on your blog, do 
research and find out which blogs you should be tuning into too. 
Remember, curating other people’s content can be just as useful and 
engaging for your audience. 

And of course, as part of your research, do a bit of blogger outreach 
too. Find the bloggers that are really influential in your space, follow 
their content, share it, comment on it, and connect with them 
directly. There may be opportunity for you to collaborate. Perhaps 
they will create a guest article for your blog – and who knows, you 
could do the same for them. If you have a product, perhaps you 
want them to review it? 

Twitter is useful for finding relevant blogs. Many tweets are links to 
blog posts – so when you find relevant people, check their profiles 
and any links in their bio. Review their blogs and tune in to those 
that are relevant.

5. Building your professional brand on LinkedIn
For many business people and businesses – growing a corporate 
brand presence on LinkedIn is something  they need to do. It’s 
still the number one network for business to business 
engagement – after all, people on LinkedIn are there to do 
business.

You can build your own personal brand on LinkedIn giving you a 
professional identity, showcasing your expertise and evidencing this 
through thought leadership content and recommendations. Plus you 
can upload visual content, videos, presentations, links to 
publications and imagery to make your profile stand out and 
interesting. It helps you to showcase your expertise in a dynamic 
way, perhaps showcasing a talk you gave on an area of expertise or 
a video of your latest talk, or perhaps an interview with a client 
sharing the problem you solved for them directly. 

The LinkedIn Company Page may also be important, particularly if 
you have a larger company with employees. Having all your team 
aligned with your Company Page gives you the opportunity to 
connect your employees to the organisation and also get them to 
help you amplify your message directly to them, and also into their 
networks. For example, if you share a blog post via your LinkedIn 
Company Page, and each employee is following that page, that piece 
of content will be pushed to their feed and visible to their network of 
connections. 

There are a number of relevant groups to join and participate in 
within LinkedIn. But again, only join them if you think you’re going to 
get value. Groups can be time consuming – and like many things 
with networking, the more you contribute and participate, the more 
likely you’ll get a return on your investment. But it may be a slow 
burner – so be mindful of your time. 
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  about engagement so you really have to focus on getting  
  people involved and talking about your products / services /  
  discussions. Share videos, pictures and ensuring you’re going  
  back and answering any questions, or thanking people for   
  their insights. and rapidly over the past couple of years. If you
  are serious about visibility on Facebook, then you really do
  need to include a budget for either running ads into targeted
  audiences or boosting posts.



  I’m not going to go into detail about Facebook Ads in this
  guide – but you will find our Facebook Ads Guide useful.
  And again, you’ll find this on the  Carvill blog. 

  • LinkedIn Company Page – Aside from having your own
  personal profile on LinkedIn (and after all, as a person in   
  business, why wouldn’t you?), then you can have a corporate  
  page for your company too.  You can post your blog posts to  
  this – and showcase your products and services and    
  encourage your employees and your customers to follow
  your Page.  That said, it may be that instead of pushing your
  company page, if you own your own business, you may want
  to push the majority of business development, thought
  leadership and promotion for your business, via your own
  personal LinkedIn profile. Again, this goes back to the thinking
  and planning about what you want to achieve and what the
  best way to go about it is. [Again, if you want to run
  advertising on LinkedIn to target specific audiences – then
  you have to do this via a Company Page]. 

  Youtube Channel – It’s your own TV channel. Video can   
  speak a thousand words and is the most consumed media   
  online, so certainly worth considering having your own   
  channel. Share your products, your brand / business story.  
  Look at the types of videos that inspire you. Consider the use  
  of video as part of your content strategy. After all – content is  
  a key component of your social media and marketing activity. 

  Google+ - I used to say this channel was a must for all   
  businesses. Particularly as Google own Google+ and    
  therefore, by having more content out there on Google could  
  only be a good thing. There’s still evidence that your Google+  
  profile can drive traffic, but given Google changed everything  

  to become ‘Google my Business’ – which includes your listing  
  on Google, location etc – then the G+ content aspect has   
  reduced. That said, it’s still a really useful platform to explore  
  from a research perspective. There are some great    
  communities and some great content. But again, think about  
  your objectives, the time you have and importantly, where   
  your audience spend their time. 

  Pinterest – A visual way to showcase your business. Because  
  it’s so visual one would say it lends itself very easily to creative  
  industries such as art, design, architecture, photography,   
  visual products, hair, makeup, fashion etc. But actually, what  
  we’ve found is that as long as you have visual content, then  
  Pinterest can be good for any business. We worked with an  
  Estate Agent and their properties did really well on Pinterest –  
  it became one of their key traffic sources. So don’t feel   
  Pinterest is restricted to ‘creative’ industries.  

  Instagram – Fast becoming one of the most popular   
  mediums, particularly with the younger and millennial   
  audiences, Instagram is an online mobile photo and video   
  sharing network. The ‘stories’ feature is becoming hugely   
  popular and allows you to share content that you may not   
  want to post to the main account, but that is still interesting  
  to your audience. Used a lot for ‘behind the scenes’ live   
  footage – for events, exhibitions, talks, launches etc – it   
  provides a real insight for your audiences to engage with.   
  Stories have a limited shelf life 24 hours, unless they get   
  downloaded.  The visual appeal is key – and the use of   
  popular hashtags can help you extend your reach. In fact, on  
  this platform you can use up to 30 hashtags per post. But, in  
  light of recent algorithm changes over on Facebook – given  
  that Facebook own Instagram, there seems to be changes in  

  performance happening on this channel too. At the moment –  
  5-6 relevant hashtags are being advised, but. But our advice is  
  don‘t beleive the hype. Instead always, do, test, watch and                    
  learn. What’s right for one, may not be right for you.

 • Snapchat – This platform championed the ‘story’ feature. The  
  images and posts had a 10 second lifespan. This channel is  
  still hugely popular with the very young social audience – the  
  13-25 year olds. However, there are major brands using these  
  channels and as with all the social channels, Snapchat is being  
  appropriated by older users too. Again, Snapchat is purely   
  mobile. Used a lot for live streams, behind the scenes footage  
  – and due to the fact that the content disappears after a short  
  time, the involvement level from users is high. 

Given that there’s so much going on with each of the networks 
and that they each contribute slightly differently to your 
online visibility, then there really is a need for you to consider 
which channels are right for you. Go back to those questions: 
Which channels are my audience using? Which channels work 
for us? What content do we need to create? What’s our 
frequency on the channels? What’s the best practice for each 
channel and how does that fit for what we’re equipped to do?

Of course, if you decide that you need to be active on a few 
channels, then you may find it useful to schedule all your social 
networking activities for the week. This helps you create some 
discipline and consistency. For example, if you decide you want to 
create a blog post, a Facebook Live or Instagram Live each week 
and let’s say, an Instagram post a day and an Instagram Story a 
day, share your blog to LinkedIn company profile and on Twitter. 
Then you can see that having a publishing calendar helps.
Of course, social media dashboards not only let you publish and 

schedule content, they also give you resources to tune in and listen 
in and track relevant conversations. Listening is just as important, if 
not more so, than publishing – and so don’t underestimate the 
power of listening and finding relevant conversations and content 
to share to your audiences. 

7. Measure, but Measure What Matters

As with all marketing activity, you need to be able to measure how 
your social media efforts are playing out.

Typical metrics MAY consider:

 • Traction / traffic to blogs / websites
 • Users signing up to surveys / petitions 
 • Lead generation sign ups on a specific landing page
 • Perhaps offers exclusive to Facebook or Instagram, tracking
  a special code
 • Picking up brand activity, more people talking, mentioning,   
  engaging with your brand
 • Content shares / engagement
 • Social account follower / growth (expansion of your base)
 • Google analytics – reviewing sales / conversions/assisted   
  conversions / traffic from social channels
 • Blog / content traction – how your content marketing is   
  performing via the channels 
 • Key influencers / bloggers you’ve connected with and they’re   
  sharing your content

The above is by no means an exhaustive list. The key is to 
understand why you are doing social and what you are looking to 
achieve, as that will assist you with setting the necessary metrics. 

And remember, vanity metrics such as the size of your following may 
not actually impact your bottom line. If the fact that you’ve got more 
Twitter follows, but it has zero impact on your business, then focus 
attention on something that is going to have an impact. Whether 
that impact is brand awareness, building relationships with key 
influencers / partners, becoming a thought leader in your space or 
assisting and driving direct sales – be clear on what your objectives 
are – and measure impact accordingly.

Don’t just measure everything just because there are metrics, let’s 
face it, there is so much data around, it’s challenging to understand 
how to analyse effectively. So instead, rather than get overwhelmed 
by the sheer amount of available data, focus on what really matters 
for you and your business and focus your time and energy on 
measuring those important aspects.

I hope you find this overview guide useful. If you’ve enjoyed it, we’d 
love to hear from you. Say hello and give us a shout out on social. 

Of course, there’s more detail in my books and you’ll find lots of 
information shared via our blog and indeed via our social channels. 

If you’re interested in learning more from me and my team, then we 
offer training and coaching courses, both online and in-house, so 
simply contact us with your requirements.

Of course, stay tuned via social via @carvillcreative or 
@michellecarvill – and you’ll find us on Facebook, Instagram and 
LinkedIn  too. 

And don’t forget Join Social Souls today – it’s a free Facebook group, 
filled with those interested in learning, sharing and supporting one 
another. The perfect place to join in the conversation. Because… in 
the ever changing world of digital marketing and social media, there 
are NO stupid questions. 

And finally, if you’d like a copy of our Practical Marketing Plan 
Overview too – simply click here.

Thanks for tuning in. 
Michelle 

Here’s an example of a practical schedule:    

 • Content planning for the week happens every Monday morning.  
  What are the themes, objectives, topical aspects and news and  
  promos going on in your own business that you want to   
  communicate this week? Map out what’s happening in your   
  world and any key aspects you want to share. 

 • 2 Blog posts get created each Tuesday and are posted to your  
  website. Tuesday and Thursday.  Of course, be sure that you are  
  scheduling in tweets and posts to share those posts at different  
  times across the week.  Eg: Facebook will lead with a large   
  image, or perhaps you’ll do a Facebook Live to introduce the   
  topic and then put a link to the blog in the comments area.   
  Twitter may run the same content but with a different headline  
  for each tweet 4 or 5 times throughout the week. 

 • Each morning review your channels and any keywords or   
  people/brands you are tracking to see if there are any mentions  
  you need to respond to or any conversations or content that is  
  worth sharing.

 • Subscribe to relevant blogs too – and again, tune in to the alerts  
  and updates to see if there’s anything relevant for you to share  
  to your audience. Curation is a key part of sharing relevant   
  information. The more relevant and useful you become to your  
  audience, the more likely they are to continue to engage with  
  you and amplify your reach.

 • Visit the Groups you’re a member of daily. Scan the    
  conversations and threads, see if there’s any opportunity to   
  jump in and share your expertise. Always be giving in these   
  scenarios rather than ‘selling’. The more you give, the greater  
  the opportunity to build your expertise and to build trust. You  
  want people to get to know you, like you and trust you.
  NOT switch off because you’re always spamming them with   
  sales chat. 

 • Be aware that there’s a lot to look at and review so be    
  disciplined. Give yourself specific time slots. An hour in the am –  
  and hour later in the morning and an hour mid-afternoon. You  
  want your social activity to be positive and useful – not a major  
  distraction. So get disciplined. 

Key things to check with your LinkedIn activity:

 • As a starting point be sure that your own LinkedIn Profile is up  
  to date. You are ideally looking to get to ‘All Star’ as together   
  with looking generally more professional, it enables your profile  
  to be more visible in searches.

 • Where relevant, created a LinkedIn Company Profile.

 • Create a captivating headline. For example, don’t just give your  
  job title, perhaps give your title but also a statement of your   
  intention and how you help others. I’ve seen a lot of    
  professionals simply say, Partner or Director. But that doesn’t  
  give much insight – and if you think about LinkedIn being a huge  
  search engine, you want to ensure that you give yourself the   
  best chance of being found when people are searching for
  your expertise. 

 • Join relevant groups – but only if you really see a value
  in doing so.  

Again, you’ll find a number of useful blogs on LinkedIn and ‘showing 
up’ as a professional on the Carvill blog – and these aspects are 
covered in more detail in the books we mentioned earlier too.
And if you’ve got any specific questions – be sure to join our 
Facebook Group, Social Souls – as that’s exactly what that Group 
loves to jump in and provide answers around.

6. Integrate Social into your Marketing Communications
Social media activity isn’t something that sits alone in a silo. It’s
 rarely a lone wolf and to be effective and have a greater impact, 
it’s important to integrate social media into all the activities you do. 
Always with an overriding focus on delivering on your business 
objectives. 

When developing marketing campaigns and activities, think about 
how you can be ‘plugging in’ social media to leverage reach, 
exposure, return on investment and results.

All communications and touch points be they online or offline 
should consider the social media channels. Simple activities are 
often left undone, such as including prompts on business cards, 
email footers, invoices, letterheads. Often the social icons on 
people’s websites are there, but they don’t actually link up to 
anything? If you don’t have live accounts, then take the icons off your 
site. Only have icons listed where people can easily access your 
conversations and get in touch. Otherwise, it looks a bit amateur. 

Whether you’re running an event, a product launch, a promotion etc. 
– think about where your audiences are and how you can 
communicate with them using the social channels. For example, if 
you know a lot of your customers engage via Facebook, then 
consider doing a Facebook Live to discuss the event, launch or 
promotion. And then share relevant posts and encourage 
engagement.  Consider live streaming behind the scenes content, or 
introductions to your team, product, what customers say etc. There 
are so many ways that you can optimise the channels, audiences 
and reach. 

But it won’t happen without some planning and thinking. So plan for 
it to happen and then it’s more likely to happen.

Finally… but certainly not least – let’s take a 
look at ‘Measuring’ your
social media effectiveness.

4. An overview of blogging
Blogs, in our humble opinion, have historically formed the backbone 
to most business’s social content. And in a world where the quality 
of content you share is very much still ‘king’, and marketers, 
businesses and brands are all publishers, then content REALLY 
matters.

Content can be many things, (as we’ve explored a little in here – but 
be sure to tune into to our Content Guide for more on content). Your 
all-important content needs a home – and blogs can provide a 
flexible home for your content, that works well for your audience 
and also well for you and your website. 

As well as creating your own content and sharing it on your blog, do 
research and find out which blogs you should be tuning into too. 
Remember, curating other people’s content can be just as useful and 
engaging for your audience. 

And of course, as part of your research, do a bit of blogger outreach 
too. Find the bloggers that are really influential in your space, follow 
their content, share it, comment on it, and connect with them 
directly. There may be opportunity for you to collaborate. Perhaps 
they will create a guest article for your blog – and who knows, you 
could do the same for them. If you have a product, perhaps you 
want them to review it? 

Twitter is useful for finding relevant blogs. Many tweets are links to 
blog posts – so when you find relevant people, check their profiles 
and any links in their bio. Review their blogs and tune in to those 
that are relevant.

5. Building your professional brand on LinkedIn
For many business people and businesses – growing a corporate 
brand presence on LinkedIn is something  they need to do. It’s 
still the number one network for business to business 
engagement – after all, people on LinkedIn are there to do 
business.

You can build your own personal brand on LinkedIn giving you a 
professional identity, showcasing your expertise and evidencing this 
through thought leadership content and recommendations. Plus you 
can upload visual content, videos, presentations, links to 
publications and imagery to make your profile stand out and 
interesting. It helps you to showcase your expertise in a dynamic 
way, perhaps showcasing a talk you gave on an area of expertise or 
a video of your latest talk, or perhaps an interview with a client 
sharing the problem you solved for them directly. 

The LinkedIn Company Page may also be important, particularly if 
you have a larger company with employees. Having all your team 
aligned with your Company Page gives you the opportunity to 
connect your employees to the organisation and also get them to 
help you amplify your message directly to them, and also into their 
networks. For example, if you share a blog post via your LinkedIn 
Company Page, and each employee is following that page, that piece 
of content will be pushed to their feed and visible to their network of 
connections. 

There are a number of relevant groups to join and participate in 
within LinkedIn. But again, only join them if you think you’re going to 
get value. Groups can be time consuming – and like many things 
with networking, the more you contribute and participate, the more 
likely you’ll get a return on your investment. But it may be a slow 
burner – so be mindful of your time. 
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3.2. Where do you share

Typical social networks you may involve and why:

 • Twitter – great for listening, tracking, connecting, research  
   and targeting.

 • Blogs – the perfect platform for sharing a whole range of   
  content. Your blog gives your content a firm base. It should
  be housed within your website to assist with keeping your
  website refreshed and up to date which assists with SEO.

 • Facebook Groups – Fast becoming one of the strongest ways
  to build reach, engagement and community – a Facebook
  Group could be utilised to bring together people around a
  specific area of interest. It may be that you add on a Facebook
   Group for your customers.

 • Facebook Ads – Advertising on the social networks has
  become a must. Organic reach, particularly on Facebook and
  Instagram, due to algorithm changes has been declining.

 • Facebook Page – great for building a community space for
  your customers and for running Facebook Ads or boosting
  your posts to showcase your services and product to reach
  and engage with new audiences.  [Note you have to have a
  Facebook Business Page to run advertising – you cannot run
  ads from your personal Facebook profile]. You can also
  stream live video into your Facebook Page / Facebook Profile 
  and your Facebook Groups. In line with major algorithm
  changes that make the organic visibility of your content even
  more challenging. Video is currently proving to be one of the
  key ways of engaging reach on this platform. Facebook is all
  about engagement so you really have to focus on getting  
  people involved and talking about your products / services /  
  discussions. Share videos, pictures and ensuring you’re going  
  back and answering any questions, or thanking people for   
  their insights. and rapidly over the past couple of years. If you
  are serious about visibility on Facebook, then you really do
  need to include a budget for either running ads into targeted
  audiences or boosting posts.



  I’m not going to go into detail about Facebook Ads in this
  guide – but you will find our Facebook Ads Guide useful.
  And again, you’ll find this on the  Carvill blog. 

  • LinkedIn Company Page – Aside from having your own
  personal profile on LinkedIn (and after all, as a person in   
  business, why wouldn’t you?), then you can have a corporate  
  page for your company too.  You can post your blog posts to  
  this – and showcase your products and services and    
  encourage your employees and your customers to follow
  your Page.  That said, it may be that instead of pushing your
  company page, if you own your own business, you may want
  to push the majority of business development, thought
  leadership and promotion for your business, via your own
  personal LinkedIn profile. Again, this goes back to the thinking
  and planning about what you want to achieve and what the
  best way to go about it is. [Again, if you want to run
  advertising on LinkedIn to target specific audiences – then
  you have to do this via a Company Page]. 

  Youtube Channel – It’s your own TV channel. Video can   
  speak a thousand words and is the most consumed media   
  online, so certainly worth considering having your own   
  channel. Share your products, your brand / business story.  
  Look at the types of videos that inspire you. Consider the use  
  of video as part of your content strategy. After all – content is  
  a key component of your social media and marketing activity. 

  Google+ - I used to say this channel was a must for all   
  businesses. Particularly as Google own Google+ and    
  therefore, by having more content out there on Google could  
  only be a good thing. There’s still evidence that your Google+  
  profile can drive traffic, but given Google changed everything  

  to become ‘Google my Business’ – which includes your listing  
  on Google, location etc – then the G+ content aspect has   
  reduced. That said, it’s still a really useful platform to explore  
  from a research perspective. There are some great    
  communities and some great content. But again, think about  
  your objectives, the time you have and importantly, where   
  your audience spend their time. 

  Pinterest – A visual way to showcase your business. Because  
  it’s so visual one would say it lends itself very easily to creative  
  industries such as art, design, architecture, photography,   
  visual products, hair, makeup, fashion etc. But actually, what  
  we’ve found is that as long as you have visual content, then  
  Pinterest can be good for any business. We worked with an  
  Estate Agent and their properties did really well on Pinterest –  
  it became one of their key traffic sources. So don’t feel   
  Pinterest is restricted to ‘creative’ industries.  

  Instagram – Fast becoming one of the most popular   
  mediums, particularly with the younger and millennial   
  audiences, Instagram is an online mobile photo and video   
  sharing network. The ‘stories’ feature is becoming hugely   
  popular and allows you to share content that you may not   
  want to post to the main account, but that is still interesting  
  to your audience. Used a lot for ‘behind the scenes’ live   
  footage – for events, exhibitions, talks, launches etc – it   
  provides a real insight for your audiences to engage with.   
  Stories have a limited shelf life 24 hours, unless they get   
  downloaded.  The visual appeal is key – and the use of   
  popular hashtags can help you extend your reach. In fact, on  
  this platform you can use up to 30 hashtags per post. But, in  
  light of recent algorithm changes over on Facebook – given  
  that Facebook own Instagram, there seems to be changes in  

  performance happening on this channel too. At the moment –  
  5-6 relevant hashtags are being advised, but. But our advice is  
  don‘t beleive the hype. Instead always, do, test, watch and                    
  learn. What’s right for one, may not be right for you.

 • Snapchat – This platform championed the ‘story’ feature. The  
  images and posts had a 10 second lifespan. This channel is  
  still hugely popular with the very young social audience – the  
  13-25 year olds. However, there are major brands using these  
  channels and as with all the social channels, Snapchat is being  
  appropriated by older users too. Again, Snapchat is purely   
  mobile. Used a lot for live streams, behind the scenes footage  
  – and due to the fact that the content disappears after a short  
  time, the involvement level from users is high. 

Given that there’s so much going on with each of the networks 
and that they each contribute slightly differently to your 
online visibility, then there really is a need for you to consider 
which channels are right for you. Go back to those questions: 
Which channels are my audience using? Which channels work 
for us? What content do we need to create? What’s our 
frequency on the channels? What’s the best practice for each 
channel and how does that fit for what we’re equipped to do?

Of course, if you decide that you need to be active on a few 
channels, then you may find it useful to schedule all your social 
networking activities for the week. This helps you create some 
discipline and consistency. For example, if you decide you want to 
create a blog post, a Facebook Live or Instagram Live each week 
and let’s say, an Instagram post a day and an Instagram Story a 
day, share your blog to LinkedIn company profile and on Twitter. 
Then you can see that having a publishing calendar helps.
Of course, social media dashboards not only let you publish and 

schedule content, they also give you resources to tune in and listen 
in and track relevant conversations. Listening is just as important, if 
not more so, than publishing – and so don’t underestimate the 
power of listening and finding relevant conversations and content 
to share to your audiences. 

7. Measure, but Measure What Matters

As with all marketing activity, you need to be able to measure how 
your social media efforts are playing out.

Typical metrics MAY consider:

 • Traction / traffic to blogs / websites
 • Users signing up to surveys / petitions 
 • Lead generation sign ups on a specific landing page
 • Perhaps offers exclusive to Facebook or Instagram, tracking
  a special code
 • Picking up brand activity, more people talking, mentioning,   
  engaging with your brand
 • Content shares / engagement
 • Social account follower / growth (expansion of your base)
 • Google analytics – reviewing sales / conversions/assisted   
  conversions / traffic from social channels
 • Blog / content traction – how your content marketing is   
  performing via the channels 
 • Key influencers / bloggers you’ve connected with and they’re   
  sharing your content

The above is by no means an exhaustive list. The key is to 
understand why you are doing social and what you are looking to 
achieve, as that will assist you with setting the necessary metrics. 

And remember, vanity metrics such as the size of your following may 
not actually impact your bottom line. If the fact that you’ve got more 
Twitter follows, but it has zero impact on your business, then focus 
attention on something that is going to have an impact. Whether 
that impact is brand awareness, building relationships with key 
influencers / partners, becoming a thought leader in your space or 
assisting and driving direct sales – be clear on what your objectives 
are – and measure impact accordingly.

Don’t just measure everything just because there are metrics, let’s 
face it, there is so much data around, it’s challenging to understand 
how to analyse effectively. So instead, rather than get overwhelmed 
by the sheer amount of available data, focus on what really matters 
for you and your business and focus your time and energy on 
measuring those important aspects.

I hope you find this overview guide useful. If you’ve enjoyed it, we’d 
love to hear from you. Say hello and give us a shout out on social. 

Of course, there’s more detail in my books and you’ll find lots of 
information shared via our blog and indeed via our social channels. 

If you’re interested in learning more from me and my team, then we 
offer training and coaching courses, both online and in-house, so 
simply contact us with your requirements.

Of course, stay tuned via social via @carvillcreative or 
@michellecarvill – and you’ll find us on Facebook, Instagram and 
LinkedIn  too. 

And don’t forget Join Social Souls today – it’s a free Facebook group, 
filled with those interested in learning, sharing and supporting one 
another. The perfect place to join in the conversation. Because… in 
the ever changing world of digital marketing and social media, there 
are NO stupid questions. 

And finally, if you’d like a copy of our Practical Marketing Plan 
Overview too – simply click here.

Thanks for tuning in. 
Michelle 

Key things to check with your LinkedIn activity:

 • As a starting point be sure that your own LinkedIn Profile is up  
  to date. You are ideally looking to get to ‘All Star’ as together   
  with looking generally more professional, it enables your profile  
  to be more visible in searches.

 • Where relevant, created a LinkedIn Company Profile.

 • Create a captivating headline. For example, don’t just give your  
  job title, perhaps give your title but also a statement of your   
  intention and how you help others. I’ve seen a lot of    
  professionals simply say, Partner or Director. But that doesn’t  
  give much insight – and if you think about LinkedIn being a huge  
  search engine, you want to ensure that you give yourself the   
  best chance of being found when people are searching for
  your expertise. 

 • Join relevant groups – but only if you really see a value
  in doing so.  

Again, you’ll find a number of useful blogs on LinkedIn and ‘showing 
up’ as a professional on the Carvill blog – and these aspects are 
covered in more detail in the books we mentioned earlier too.
And if you’ve got any specific questions – be sure to join our 
Facebook Group, Social Souls – as that’s exactly what that Group 
loves to jump in and provide answers around.

6. Integrate Social into your Marketing Communications
Social media activity isn’t something that sits alone in a silo. It’s
 rarely a lone wolf and to be effective and have a greater impact, 
it’s important to integrate social media into all the activities you do. 
Always with an overriding focus on delivering on your business 
objectives. 

When developing marketing campaigns and activities, think about 
how you can be ‘plugging in’ social media to leverage reach, 
exposure, return on investment and results.

All communications and touch points be they online or offline 
should consider the social media channels. Simple activities are 
often left undone, such as including prompts on business cards, 
email footers, invoices, letterheads. Often the social icons on 
people’s websites are there, but they don’t actually link up to 
anything? If you don’t have live accounts, then take the icons off your 
site. Only have icons listed where people can easily access your 
conversations and get in touch. Otherwise, it looks a bit amateur. 

Whether you’re running an event, a product launch, a promotion etc. 
– think about where your audiences are and how you can 
communicate with them using the social channels. For example, if 
you know a lot of your customers engage via Facebook, then 
consider doing a Facebook Live to discuss the event, launch or 
promotion. And then share relevant posts and encourage 
engagement.  Consider live streaming behind the scenes content, or 
introductions to your team, product, what customers say etc. There 
are so many ways that you can optimise the channels, audiences 
and reach. 

But it won’t happen without some planning and thinking. So plan for 
it to happen and then it’s more likely to happen.

Finally… but certainly not least – let’s take a 
look at ‘Measuring’ your
social media effectiveness.

Listening is Gold…

Let’s remember, I said earlier that ‘Listening is Gold… Talking is 
Silver’ – so let’s take a look at tuning in and listening.

Before you start your social activity, it’s key to do some listening, some 
basic research.

Jump onto the social networks and simply type some keywords into 
the search bar and see what comes up. Often these keywords may 
align with your own business – for example; if you run a dog grooming 
business, then keywords you’d be looking at are going to be around 
dog grooming. You may follow others in that field, you may follow 
influencers or referrers local to you – eg: vets, or pet shops etc, puppy 
training hubs and other places that may be useful for you to connect 
with.  

As well as keywords, do some searching on hashtags too – effectively 
used to narrow down searches and group random conversations all 
taking about the same thing. For example,  #doggroomer – is likely to 
throw up results where people are talking about the service. But have 
a play and see what’s out there. There may be lots of opportunity to 
get involved and indeed broaden awareness eg: #nationalpetday.

There are other resources you can use to regularly tune in and search 
and find relevant news and conversation. I still recommend setting up 
good old Google Alerts. And if you are using a social media 
dashboard, you’ll be able to track keywords and searches directly so 
that as soon as they happen, you get notified. (See this blog post 
about setting up and managing multiple social network accounts 
using the Hootsuite social media dashboard platform
– it’s a little old but it’s still as relevant, we checked!). 

When listening, think about relevant areas to your business, 
your sector, your services and your audience. This will help you 
connect with the right type of people, brands, businesses and 
influencers:

 • Follow them
 • See who they are following and if relevant follow them too
 • Watch what they are saying, understand key issues
 • Research their public Twitter lists – what are they interested in,  
  are any of those lists useful for you too?
 • Join the conversation
 • Start to engage
 • Don’t spam them with links
 • Remember, it’s always better to respond to someone posing a  
  question or sharing an opinion than pushing stuff at them. 
 • Make this your mantra – respond rather than push. 

4. An overview of blogging
Blogs, in our humble opinion, have historically formed the backbone 
to most business’s social content. And in a world where the quality 
of content you share is very much still ‘king’, and marketers, 
businesses and brands are all publishers, then content REALLY 
matters.

Content can be many things, (as we’ve explored a little in here – but 
be sure to tune into to our Content Guide for more on content). Your 
all-important content needs a home – and blogs can provide a 
flexible home for your content, that works well for your audience 
and also well for you and your website. 

As well as creating your own content and sharing it on your blog, do 
research and find out which blogs you should be tuning into too. 
Remember, curating other people’s content can be just as useful and 
engaging for your audience. 

And of course, as part of your research, do a bit of blogger outreach 
too. Find the bloggers that are really influential in your space, follow 
their content, share it, comment on it, and connect with them 
directly. There may be opportunity for you to collaborate. Perhaps 
they will create a guest article for your blog – and who knows, you 
could do the same for them. If you have a product, perhaps you 
want them to review it? 

Twitter is useful for finding relevant blogs. Many tweets are links to 
blog posts – so when you find relevant people, check their profiles 
and any links in their bio. Review their blogs and tune in to those 
that are relevant.

5. Building your professional brand on LinkedIn
For many business people and businesses – growing a corporate 
brand presence on LinkedIn is something  they need to do. It’s 
still the number one network for business to business 
engagement – after all, people on LinkedIn are there to do 
business.

You can build your own personal brand on LinkedIn giving you a 
professional identity, showcasing your expertise and evidencing this 
through thought leadership content and recommendations. Plus you 
can upload visual content, videos, presentations, links to 
publications and imagery to make your profile stand out and 
interesting. It helps you to showcase your expertise in a dynamic 
way, perhaps showcasing a talk you gave on an area of expertise or 
a video of your latest talk, or perhaps an interview with a client 
sharing the problem you solved for them directly. 

The LinkedIn Company Page may also be important, particularly if 
you have a larger company with employees. Having all your team 
aligned with your Company Page gives you the opportunity to 
connect your employees to the organisation and also get them to 
help you amplify your message directly to them, and also into their 
networks. For example, if you share a blog post via your LinkedIn 
Company Page, and each employee is following that page, that piece 
of content will be pushed to their feed and visible to their network of 
connections. 

There are a number of relevant groups to join and participate in 
within LinkedIn. But again, only join them if you think you’re going to 
get value. Groups can be time consuming – and like many things 
with networking, the more you contribute and participate, the more 
likely you’ll get a return on your investment. But it may be a slow 
burner – so be mindful of your time. 
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3.2. Where do you share

Typical social networks you may involve and why:

 • Twitter – great for listening, tracking, connecting, research  
   and targeting.

 • Blogs – the perfect platform for sharing a whole range of   
  content. Your blog gives your content a firm base. It should
  be housed within your website to assist with keeping your
  website refreshed and up to date which assists with SEO.

 • Facebook Groups – Fast becoming one of the strongest ways
  to build reach, engagement and community – a Facebook
  Group could be utilised to bring together people around a
  specific area of interest. It may be that you add on a Facebook
   Group for your customers.

 • Facebook Ads – Advertising on the social networks has
  become a must. Organic reach, particularly on Facebook and
  Instagram, due to algorithm changes has been declining.

 • Facebook Page – great for building a community space for
  your customers and for running Facebook Ads or boosting
  your posts to showcase your services and product to reach
  and engage with new audiences.  [Note you have to have a
  Facebook Business Page to run advertising – you cannot run
  ads from your personal Facebook profile]. You can also
  stream live video into your Facebook Page / Facebook Profile 
  and your Facebook Groups. In line with major algorithm
  changes that make the organic visibility of your content even
  more challenging. Video is currently proving to be one of the
  key ways of engaging reach on this platform. Facebook is all
  about engagement so you really have to focus on getting  
  people involved and talking about your products / services /  
  discussions. Share videos, pictures and ensuring you’re going  
  back and answering any questions, or thanking people for   
  their insights. and rapidly over the past couple of years. If you
  are serious about visibility on Facebook, then you really do
  need to include a budget for either running ads into targeted
  audiences or boosting posts.

http://www.carvillcreative.co.uk/blog/?s=hootsuite


  I’m not going to go into detail about Facebook Ads in this
  guide – but you will find our Facebook Ads Guide useful.
  And again, you’ll find this on the  Carvill blog. 

  • LinkedIn Company Page – Aside from having your own
  personal profile on LinkedIn (and after all, as a person in   
  business, why wouldn’t you?), then you can have a corporate  
  page for your company too.  You can post your blog posts to  
  this – and showcase your products and services and    
  encourage your employees and your customers to follow
  your Page.  That said, it may be that instead of pushing your
  company page, if you own your own business, you may want
  to push the majority of business development, thought
  leadership and promotion for your business, via your own
  personal LinkedIn profile. Again, this goes back to the thinking
  and planning about what you want to achieve and what the
  best way to go about it is. [Again, if you want to run
  advertising on LinkedIn to target specific audiences – then
  you have to do this via a Company Page]. 

  Youtube Channel – It’s your own TV channel. Video can   
  speak a thousand words and is the most consumed media   
  online, so certainly worth considering having your own   
  channel. Share your products, your brand / business story.  
  Look at the types of videos that inspire you. Consider the use  
  of video as part of your content strategy. After all – content is  
  a key component of your social media and marketing activity. 

  Google+ - I used to say this channel was a must for all   
  businesses. Particularly as Google own Google+ and    
  therefore, by having more content out there on Google could  
  only be a good thing. There’s still evidence that your Google+  
  profile can drive traffic, but given Google changed everything  

  to become ‘Google my Business’ – which includes your listing  
  on Google, location etc – then the G+ content aspect has   
  reduced. That said, it’s still a really useful platform to explore  
  from a research perspective. There are some great    
  communities and some great content. But again, think about  
  your objectives, the time you have and importantly, where   
  your audience spend their time. 

  Pinterest – A visual way to showcase your business. Because  
  it’s so visual one would say it lends itself very easily to creative  
  industries such as art, design, architecture, photography,   
  visual products, hair, makeup, fashion etc. But actually, what  
  we’ve found is that as long as you have visual content, then  
  Pinterest can be good for any business. We worked with an  
  Estate Agent and their properties did really well on Pinterest –  
  it became one of their key traffic sources. So don’t feel   
  Pinterest is restricted to ‘creative’ industries.  

  Instagram – Fast becoming one of the most popular   
  mediums, particularly with the younger and millennial   
  audiences, Instagram is an online mobile photo and video   
  sharing network. The ‘stories’ feature is becoming hugely   
  popular and allows you to share content that you may not   
  want to post to the main account, but that is still interesting  
  to your audience. Used a lot for ‘behind the scenes’ live   
  footage – for events, exhibitions, talks, launches etc – it   
  provides a real insight for your audiences to engage with.   
  Stories have a limited shelf life 24 hours, unless they get   
  downloaded.  The visual appeal is key – and the use of   
  popular hashtags can help you extend your reach. In fact, on  
  this platform you can use up to 30 hashtags per post. But, in  
  light of recent algorithm changes over on Facebook – given  
  that Facebook own Instagram, there seems to be changes in  

  performance happening on this channel too. At the moment –  
  5-6 relevant hashtags are being advised, but. But our advice is  
  don‘t beleive the hype. Instead always, do, test, watch and                    
  learn. What’s right for one, may not be right for you.

 • Snapchat – This platform championed the ‘story’ feature. The  
  images and posts had a 10 second lifespan. This channel is  
  still hugely popular with the very young social audience – the  
  13-25 year olds. However, there are major brands using these  
  channels and as with all the social channels, Snapchat is being  
  appropriated by older users too. Again, Snapchat is purely   
  mobile. Used a lot for live streams, behind the scenes footage  
  – and due to the fact that the content disappears after a short  
  time, the involvement level from users is high. 

Given that there’s so much going on with each of the networks 
and that they each contribute slightly differently to your 
online visibility, then there really is a need for you to consider 
which channels are right for you. Go back to those questions: 
Which channels are my audience using? Which channels work 
for us? What content do we need to create? What’s our 
frequency on the channels? What’s the best practice for each 
channel and how does that fit for what we’re equipped to do?

Of course, if you decide that you need to be active on a few 
channels, then you may find it useful to schedule all your social 
networking activities for the week. This helps you create some 
discipline and consistency. For example, if you decide you want to 
create a blog post, a Facebook Live or Instagram Live each week 
and let’s say, an Instagram post a day and an Instagram Story a 
day, share your blog to LinkedIn company profile and on Twitter. 
Then you can see that having a publishing calendar helps.
Of course, social media dashboards not only let you publish and 

schedule content, they also give you resources to tune in and listen 
in and track relevant conversations. Listening is just as important, if 
not more so, than publishing – and so don’t underestimate the 
power of listening and finding relevant conversations and content 
to share to your audiences. 

7. Measure, but Measure What Matters

As with all marketing activity, you need to be able to measure how 
your social media efforts are playing out.

Typical metrics MAY consider:

 • Traction / traffic to blogs / websites
 • Users signing up to surveys / petitions 
 • Lead generation sign ups on a specific landing page
 • Perhaps offers exclusive to Facebook or Instagram, tracking
  a special code
 • Picking up brand activity, more people talking, mentioning,   
  engaging with your brand
 • Content shares / engagement
 • Social account follower / growth (expansion of your base)
 • Google analytics – reviewing sales / conversions/assisted   
  conversions / traffic from social channels
 • Blog / content traction – how your content marketing is   
  performing via the channels 
 • Key influencers / bloggers you’ve connected with and they’re   
  sharing your content

The above is by no means an exhaustive list. The key is to 
understand why you are doing social and what you are looking to 
achieve, as that will assist you with setting the necessary metrics. 

And remember, vanity metrics such as the size of your following may 
not actually impact your bottom line. If the fact that you’ve got more 
Twitter follows, but it has zero impact on your business, then focus 
attention on something that is going to have an impact. Whether 
that impact is brand awareness, building relationships with key 
influencers / partners, becoming a thought leader in your space or 
assisting and driving direct sales – be clear on what your objectives 
are – and measure impact accordingly.

Don’t just measure everything just because there are metrics, let’s 
face it, there is so much data around, it’s challenging to understand 
how to analyse effectively. So instead, rather than get overwhelmed 
by the sheer amount of available data, focus on what really matters 
for you and your business and focus your time and energy on 
measuring those important aspects.

I hope you find this overview guide useful. If you’ve enjoyed it, we’d 
love to hear from you. Say hello and give us a shout out on social. 

Of course, there’s more detail in my books and you’ll find lots of 
information shared via our blog and indeed via our social channels. 

If you’re interested in learning more from me and my team, then we 
offer training and coaching courses, both online and in-house, so 
simply contact us with your requirements.

Of course, stay tuned via social via @carvillcreative or 
@michellecarvill – and you’ll find us on Facebook, Instagram and 
LinkedIn  too. 

And don’t forget Join Social Souls today – it’s a free Facebook group, 
filled with those interested in learning, sharing and supporting one 
another. The perfect place to join in the conversation. Because… in 
the ever changing world of digital marketing and social media, there 
are NO stupid questions. 

And finally, if you’d like a copy of our Practical Marketing Plan 
Overview too – simply click here.

Thanks for tuning in. 
Michelle 

Key things to check with your LinkedIn activity:

 • As a starting point be sure that your own LinkedIn Profile is up  
  to date. You are ideally looking to get to ‘All Star’ as together   
  with looking generally more professional, it enables your profile  
  to be more visible in searches.

 • Where relevant, created a LinkedIn Company Profile.

 • Create a captivating headline. For example, don’t just give your  
  job title, perhaps give your title but also a statement of your   
  intention and how you help others. I’ve seen a lot of    
  professionals simply say, Partner or Director. But that doesn’t  
  give much insight – and if you think about LinkedIn being a huge  
  search engine, you want to ensure that you give yourself the   
  best chance of being found when people are searching for
  your expertise. 

 • Join relevant groups – but only if you really see a value
  in doing so.  

Again, you’ll find a number of useful blogs on LinkedIn and ‘showing 
up’ as a professional on the Carvill blog – and these aspects are 
covered in more detail in the books we mentioned earlier too.
And if you’ve got any specific questions – be sure to join our 
Facebook Group, Social Souls – as that’s exactly what that Group 
loves to jump in and provide answers around.

6. Integrate Social into your Marketing Communications
Social media activity isn’t something that sits alone in a silo. It’s
 rarely a lone wolf and to be effective and have a greater impact, 
it’s important to integrate social media into all the activities you do. 
Always with an overriding focus on delivering on your business 
objectives. 

When developing marketing campaigns and activities, think about 
how you can be ‘plugging in’ social media to leverage reach, 
exposure, return on investment and results.

All communications and touch points be they online or offline 
should consider the social media channels. Simple activities are 
often left undone, such as including prompts on business cards, 
email footers, invoices, letterheads. Often the social icons on 
people’s websites are there, but they don’t actually link up to 
anything? If you don’t have live accounts, then take the icons off your 
site. Only have icons listed where people can easily access your 
conversations and get in touch. Otherwise, it looks a bit amateur. 

Whether you’re running an event, a product launch, a promotion etc. 
– think about where your audiences are and how you can 
communicate with them using the social channels. For example, if 
you know a lot of your customers engage via Facebook, then 
consider doing a Facebook Live to discuss the event, launch or 
promotion. And then share relevant posts and encourage 
engagement.  Consider live streaming behind the scenes content, or 
introductions to your team, product, what customers say etc. There 
are so many ways that you can optimise the channels, audiences 
and reach. 

But it won’t happen without some planning and thinking. So plan for 
it to happen and then it’s more likely to happen.

Finally… but certainly not least – let’s take a 
look at ‘Measuring’ your
social media effectiveness.

4. An overview of blogging
Blogs, in our humble opinion, have historically formed the backbone 
to most business’s social content. And in a world where the quality 
of content you share is very much still ‘king’, and marketers, 
businesses and brands are all publishers, then content REALLY 
matters.

Content can be many things, (as we’ve explored a little in here – but 
be sure to tune into to our Content Guide for more on content). Your 
all-important content needs a home – and blogs can provide a 
flexible home for your content, that works well for your audience 
and also well for you and your website. 

As well as creating your own content and sharing it on your blog, do 
research and find out which blogs you should be tuning into too. 
Remember, curating other people’s content can be just as useful and 
engaging for your audience. 

And of course, as part of your research, do a bit of blogger outreach 
too. Find the bloggers that are really influential in your space, follow 
their content, share it, comment on it, and connect with them 
directly. There may be opportunity for you to collaborate. Perhaps 
they will create a guest article for your blog – and who knows, you 
could do the same for them. If you have a product, perhaps you 
want them to review it? 

Twitter is useful for finding relevant blogs. Many tweets are links to 
blog posts – so when you find relevant people, check their profiles 
and any links in their bio. Review their blogs and tune in to those 
that are relevant.

5. Building your professional brand on LinkedIn
For many business people and businesses – growing a corporate 
brand presence on LinkedIn is something  they need to do. It’s 
still the number one network for business to business 
engagement – after all, people on LinkedIn are there to do 
business.

You can build your own personal brand on LinkedIn giving you a 
professional identity, showcasing your expertise and evidencing this 
through thought leadership content and recommendations. Plus you 
can upload visual content, videos, presentations, links to 
publications and imagery to make your profile stand out and 
interesting. It helps you to showcase your expertise in a dynamic 
way, perhaps showcasing a talk you gave on an area of expertise or 
a video of your latest talk, or perhaps an interview with a client 
sharing the problem you solved for them directly. 

The LinkedIn Company Page may also be important, particularly if 
you have a larger company with employees. Having all your team 
aligned with your Company Page gives you the opportunity to 
connect your employees to the organisation and also get them to 
help you amplify your message directly to them, and also into their 
networks. For example, if you share a blog post via your LinkedIn 
Company Page, and each employee is following that page, that piece 
of content will be pushed to their feed and visible to their network of 
connections. 

There are a number of relevant groups to join and participate in 
within LinkedIn. But again, only join them if you think you’re going to 
get value. Groups can be time consuming – and like many things 
with networking, the more you contribute and participate, the more 
likely you’ll get a return on your investment. But it may be a slow 
burner – so be mindful of your time. 
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3.2. Where do you share

Typical social networks you may involve and why:

 • Twitter – great for listening, tracking, connecting, research  
   and targeting.

 • Blogs – the perfect platform for sharing a whole range of   
  content. Your blog gives your content a firm base. It should
  be housed within your website to assist with keeping your
  website refreshed and up to date which assists with SEO.

 • Facebook Groups – Fast becoming one of the strongest ways
  to build reach, engagement and community – a Facebook
  Group could be utilised to bring together people around a
  specific area of interest. It may be that you add on a Facebook
   Group for your customers.

 • Facebook Ads – Advertising on the social networks has
  become a must. Organic reach, particularly on Facebook and
  Instagram, due to algorithm changes has been declining.

 • Facebook Page – great for building a community space for
  your customers and for running Facebook Ads or boosting
  your posts to showcase your services and product to reach
  and engage with new audiences.  [Note you have to have a
  Facebook Business Page to run advertising – you cannot run
  ads from your personal Facebook profile]. You can also
  stream live video into your Facebook Page / Facebook Profile 
  and your Facebook Groups. In line with major algorithm
  changes that make the organic visibility of your content even
  more challenging. Video is currently proving to be one of the
  key ways of engaging reach on this platform. Facebook is all
  about engagement so you really have to focus on getting  
  people involved and talking about your products / services /  
  discussions. Share videos, pictures and ensuring you’re going  
  back and answering any questions, or thanking people for   
  their insights. and rapidly over the past couple of years. If you
  are serious about visibility on Facebook, then you really do
  need to include a budget for either running ads into targeted
  audiences or boosting posts.



7. Measure, but Measure What Matters

As with all marketing activity, you need to be able to measure how 
your social media efforts are playing out.

Typical metrics MAY consider:

 • Traction / traffic to blogs / websites
 • Users signing up to surveys / petitions 
 • Lead generation sign ups on a specific landing page
 • Perhaps offers exclusive to Facebook or Instagram, tracking
  a special code
 • Picking up brand activity, more people talking, mentioning,   
  engaging with your brand
 • Content shares / engagement
 • Social account follower / growth (expansion of your base)
 • Google analytics – reviewing sales / conversions/assisted   
  conversions / traffic from social channels
 • Blog / content traction – how your content marketing is   
  performing via the channels 
 • Key influencers / bloggers you’ve connected with and they’re   
  sharing your content

The above is by no means an exhaustive list. The key is to 
understand why you are doing social and what you are looking to 
achieve, as that will assist you with setting the necessary metrics. 

And remember, vanity metrics such as the size of your following may 
not actually impact your bottom line. If the fact that you’ve got more 
Twitter follows, but it has zero impact on your business, then focus 
attention on something that is going to have an impact. Whether 
that impact is brand awareness, building relationships with key 
influencers / partners, becoming a thought leader in your space or 
assisting and driving direct sales – be clear on what your objectives 
are – and measure impact accordingly.

Don’t just measure everything just because there are metrics, let’s 
face it, there is so much data around, it’s challenging to understand 
how to analyse effectively. So instead, rather than get overwhelmed 
by the sheer amount of available data, focus on what really matters 
for you and your business and focus your time and energy on 
measuring those important aspects.

I hope you find this overview guide useful. If you’ve enjoyed it, we’d 
love to hear from you. Say hello and give us a shout out on social. 

Of course, there’s more detail in my books and you’ll find lots of 
information shared via our blog and indeed via our social channels. 

If you’re interested in learning more from me and my team, then we 
offer training and coaching courses, both online and in-house, so 
simply contact us with your requirements.

Of course, stay tuned via social via @carvillcreative or 
@michellecarvill – and you’ll find us on Facebook, Instagram and 
LinkedIn  too. 

And don’t forget Join Social Souls today – it’s a free Facebook group, 
filled with those interested in learning, sharing and supporting one 
another. The perfect place to join in the conversation. Because… in 
the ever changing world of digital marketing and social media, there 
are NO stupid questions. 

And finally, if you’d like a copy of our Practical Marketing Plan 
Overview too – simply click here.

Thanks for tuning in. 
Michelle 

Key things to check with your LinkedIn activity:

 • As a starting point be sure that your own LinkedIn Profile is up  
  to date. You are ideally looking to get to ‘All Star’ as together   
  with looking generally more professional, it enables your profile  
  to be more visible in searches.

 • Where relevant, created a LinkedIn Company Profile.

 • Create a captivating headline. For example, don’t just give your  
  job title, perhaps give your title but also a statement of your   
  intention and how you help others. I’ve seen a lot of    
  professionals simply say, Partner or Director. But that doesn’t  
  give much insight – and if you think about LinkedIn being a huge  
  search engine, you want to ensure that you give yourself the   
  best chance of being found when people are searching for
  your expertise. 

 • Join relevant groups – but only if you really see a value
  in doing so.  

Again, you’ll find a number of useful blogs on LinkedIn and ‘showing 
up’ as a professional on the Carvill blog – and these aspects are 
covered in more detail in the books we mentioned earlier too.
And if you’ve got any specific questions – be sure to join our 
Facebook Group, Social Souls – as that’s exactly what that Group 
loves to jump in and provide answers around.

6. Integrate Social into your Marketing Communications
Social media activity isn’t something that sits alone in a silo. It’s
 rarely a lone wolf and to be effective and have a greater impact, 
it’s important to integrate social media into all the activities you do. 
Always with an overriding focus on delivering on your business 
objectives. 

When developing marketing campaigns and activities, think about 
how you can be ‘plugging in’ social media to leverage reach, 
exposure, return on investment and results.

All communications and touch points be they online or offline 
should consider the social media channels. Simple activities are 
often left undone, such as including prompts on business cards, 
email footers, invoices, letterheads. Often the social icons on 
people’s websites are there, but they don’t actually link up to 
anything? If you don’t have live accounts, then take the icons off your 
site. Only have icons listed where people can easily access your 
conversations and get in touch. Otherwise, it looks a bit amateur. 

Whether you’re running an event, a product launch, a promotion etc. 
– think about where your audiences are and how you can 
communicate with them using the social channels. For example, if 
you know a lot of your customers engage via Facebook, then 
consider doing a Facebook Live to discuss the event, launch or 
promotion. And then share relevant posts and encourage 
engagement.  Consider live streaming behind the scenes content, or 
introductions to your team, product, what customers say etc. There 
are so many ways that you can optimise the channels, audiences 
and reach. 

But it won’t happen without some planning and thinking. So plan for 
it to happen and then it’s more likely to happen.

Finally… but certainly not least – let’s take a 
look at ‘Measuring’ your
social media effectiveness.

4. An overview of blogging
Blogs, in our humble opinion, have historically formed the backbone 
to most business’s social content. And in a world where the quality 
of content you share is very much still ‘king’, and marketers, 
businesses and brands are all publishers, then content REALLY 
matters.

Content can be many things, (as we’ve explored a little in here – but 
be sure to tune into to our Content Guide for more on content). Your 
all-important content needs a home – and blogs can provide a 
flexible home for your content, that works well for your audience 
and also well for you and your website. 

As well as creating your own content and sharing it on your blog, do 
research and find out which blogs you should be tuning into too. 
Remember, curating other people’s content can be just as useful and 
engaging for your audience. 

And of course, as part of your research, do a bit of blogger outreach 
too. Find the bloggers that are really influential in your space, follow 
their content, share it, comment on it, and connect with them 
directly. There may be opportunity for you to collaborate. Perhaps 
they will create a guest article for your blog – and who knows, you 
could do the same for them. If you have a product, perhaps you 
want them to review it? 

Twitter is useful for finding relevant blogs. Many tweets are links to 
blog posts – so when you find relevant people, check their profiles 
and any links in their bio. Review their blogs and tune in to those 
that are relevant.

5. Building your professional brand on LinkedIn
For many business people and businesses – growing a corporate 
brand presence on LinkedIn is something  they need to do. It’s 
still the number one network for business to business 
engagement – after all, people on LinkedIn are there to do 
business.

You can build your own personal brand on LinkedIn giving you a 
professional identity, showcasing your expertise and evidencing this 
through thought leadership content and recommendations. Plus you 
can upload visual content, videos, presentations, links to 
publications and imagery to make your profile stand out and 
interesting. It helps you to showcase your expertise in a dynamic 
way, perhaps showcasing a talk you gave on an area of expertise or 
a video of your latest talk, or perhaps an interview with a client 
sharing the problem you solved for them directly. 

The LinkedIn Company Page may also be important, particularly if 
you have a larger company with employees. Having all your team 
aligned with your Company Page gives you the opportunity to 
connect your employees to the organisation and also get them to 
help you amplify your message directly to them, and also into their 
networks. For example, if you share a blog post via your LinkedIn 
Company Page, and each employee is following that page, that piece 
of content will be pushed to their feed and visible to their network of 
connections. 

There are a number of relevant groups to join and participate in 
within LinkedIn. But again, only join them if you think you’re going to 
get value. Groups can be time consuming – and like many things 
with networking, the more you contribute and participate, the more 
likely you’ll get a return on your investment. But it may be a slow 
burner – so be mindful of your time. 
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7. Measure, but Measure What Matters

As with all marketing activity, you need to be able to measure how 
your social media efforts are playing out.

Typical metrics MAY consider:

 • Traction / traffic to blogs / websites
 • Users signing up to surveys / petitions 
 • Lead generation sign ups on a specific landing page
 • Perhaps offers exclusive to Facebook or Instagram, tracking
  a special code
 • Picking up brand activity, more people talking, mentioning,   
  engaging with your brand
 • Content shares / engagement
 • Social account follower / growth (expansion of your base)
 • Google analytics – reviewing sales / conversions/assisted   
  conversions / traffic from social channels
 • Blog / content traction – how your content marketing is   
  performing via the channels 
 • Key influencers / bloggers you’ve connected with and they’re   
  sharing your content

The above is by no means an exhaustive list. The key is to 
understand why you are doing social and what you are looking to 
achieve, as that will assist you with setting the necessary metrics. 

And remember, vanity metrics such as the size of your following may 
not actually impact your bottom line. If the fact that you’ve got more 
Twitter follows, but it has zero impact on your business, then focus 
attention on something that is going to have an impact. Whether 
that impact is brand awareness, building relationships with key 
influencers / partners, becoming a thought leader in your space or 
assisting and driving direct sales – be clear on what your objectives 
are – and measure impact accordingly.

Don’t just measure everything just because there are metrics, let’s 
face it, there is so much data around, it’s challenging to understand 
how to analyse effectively. So instead, rather than get overwhelmed 
by the sheer amount of available data, focus on what really matters 
for you and your business and focus your time and energy on 
measuring those important aspects.

I hope you find this overview guide useful. If you’ve enjoyed it, we’d 
love to hear from you. Say hello and give us a shout out on social. 

Of course, there’s more detail in my books and you’ll find lots of 
information shared via our blog and indeed via our social channels. 

If you’re interested in learning more from me and my team, then we 
offer training and coaching courses, both online and in-house, so 
simply contact us with your requirements.

Of course, stay tuned via social via @carvillcreative or 
@michellecarvill – and you’ll find us on Facebook, Instagram and 
LinkedIn  too. 

And don’t forget Join Social Souls today – it’s a free Facebook group, 
filled with those interested in learning, sharing and supporting one 
another. The perfect place to join in the conversation. Because… in 
the ever changing world of digital marketing and social media, there 
are NO stupid questions. 

And finally, if you’d like a copy of our Practical Marketing Plan 
Overview too – simply click here.

Thanks for tuning in. 
Michelle 

Key things to check with your LinkedIn activity:

 • As a starting point be sure that your own LinkedIn Profile is up  
  to date. You are ideally looking to get to ‘All Star’ as together   
  with looking generally more professional, it enables your profile  
  to be more visible in searches.

 • Where relevant, created a LinkedIn Company Profile.

 • Create a captivating headline. For example, don’t just give your  
  job title, perhaps give your title but also a statement of your   
  intention and how you help others. I’ve seen a lot of    
  professionals simply say, Partner or Director. But that doesn’t  
  give much insight – and if you think about LinkedIn being a huge  
  search engine, you want to ensure that you give yourself the   
  best chance of being found when people are searching for
  your expertise. 

 • Join relevant groups – but only if you really see a value
  in doing so.  

Again, you’ll find a number of useful blogs on LinkedIn and ‘showing 
up’ as a professional on the Carvill blog – and these aspects are 
covered in more detail in the books we mentioned earlier too.
And if you’ve got any specific questions – be sure to join our 
Facebook Group, Social Souls – as that’s exactly what that Group 
loves to jump in and provide answers around.

6. Integrate Social into your Marketing Communications
Social media activity isn’t something that sits alone in a silo. It’s
 rarely a lone wolf and to be effective and have a greater impact, 
it’s important to integrate social media into all the activities you do. 
Always with an overriding focus on delivering on your business 
objectives. 

When developing marketing campaigns and activities, think about 
how you can be ‘plugging in’ social media to leverage reach, 
exposure, return on investment and results.

All communications and touch points be they online or offline 
should consider the social media channels. Simple activities are 
often left undone, such as including prompts on business cards, 
email footers, invoices, letterheads. Often the social icons on 
people’s websites are there, but they don’t actually link up to 
anything? If you don’t have live accounts, then take the icons off your 
site. Only have icons listed where people can easily access your 
conversations and get in touch. Otherwise, it looks a bit amateur. 

Whether you’re running an event, a product launch, a promotion etc. 
– think about where your audiences are and how you can 
communicate with them using the social channels. For example, if 
you know a lot of your customers engage via Facebook, then 
consider doing a Facebook Live to discuss the event, launch or 
promotion. And then share relevant posts and encourage 
engagement.  Consider live streaming behind the scenes content, or 
introductions to your team, product, what customers say etc. There 
are so many ways that you can optimise the channels, audiences 
and reach. 

But it won’t happen without some planning and thinking. So plan for 
it to happen and then it’s more likely to happen.

Finally… but certainly not least – let’s take a 
look at ‘Measuring’ your
social media effectiveness.

4. An overview of blogging
Blogs, in our humble opinion, have historically formed the backbone 
to most business’s social content. And in a world where the quality 
of content you share is very much still ‘king’, and marketers, 
businesses and brands are all publishers, then content REALLY 
matters.

Content can be many things, (as we’ve explored a little in here – but 
be sure to tune into to our Content Guide for more on content). Your 
all-important content needs a home – and blogs can provide a 
flexible home for your content, that works well for your audience 
and also well for you and your website. 

As well as creating your own content and sharing it on your blog, do 
research and find out which blogs you should be tuning into too. 
Remember, curating other people’s content can be just as useful and 
engaging for your audience. 

And of course, as part of your research, do a bit of blogger outreach 
too. Find the bloggers that are really influential in your space, follow 
their content, share it, comment on it, and connect with them 
directly. There may be opportunity for you to collaborate. Perhaps 
they will create a guest article for your blog – and who knows, you 
could do the same for them. If you have a product, perhaps you 
want them to review it? 

Twitter is useful for finding relevant blogs. Many tweets are links to 
blog posts – so when you find relevant people, check their profiles 
and any links in their bio. Review their blogs and tune in to those 
that are relevant.

5. Building your professional brand on LinkedIn
For many business people and businesses – growing a corporate 
brand presence on LinkedIn is something  they need to do. It’s 
still the number one network for business to business 
engagement – after all, people on LinkedIn are there to do 
business.

You can build your own personal brand on LinkedIn giving you a 
professional identity, showcasing your expertise and evidencing this 
through thought leadership content and recommendations. Plus you 
can upload visual content, videos, presentations, links to 
publications and imagery to make your profile stand out and 
interesting. It helps you to showcase your expertise in a dynamic 
way, perhaps showcasing a talk you gave on an area of expertise or 
a video of your latest talk, or perhaps an interview with a client 
sharing the problem you solved for them directly. 

The LinkedIn Company Page may also be important, particularly if 
you have a larger company with employees. Having all your team 
aligned with your Company Page gives you the opportunity to 
connect your employees to the organisation and also get them to 
help you amplify your message directly to them, and also into their 
networks. For example, if you share a blog post via your LinkedIn 
Company Page, and each employee is following that page, that piece 
of content will be pushed to their feed and visible to their network of 
connections. 

There are a number of relevant groups to join and participate in 
within LinkedIn. But again, only join them if you think you’re going to 
get value. Groups can be time consuming – and like many things 
with networking, the more you contribute and participate, the more 
likely you’ll get a return on your investment. But it may be a slow 
burner – so be mindful of your time. 
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7. Measure, but Measure What Matters

As with all marketing activity, you need to be able to measure how 
your social media efforts are playing out.

Typical metrics MAY consider:

 • Traction / traffic to blogs / websites
 • Users signing up to surveys / petitions 
 • Lead generation sign ups on a specific landing page
 • Perhaps offers exclusive to Facebook or Instagram, tracking
  a special code
 • Picking up brand activity, more people talking, mentioning,   
  engaging with your brand
 • Content shares / engagement
 • Social account follower / growth (expansion of your base)
 • Google analytics – reviewing sales / conversions/assisted   
  conversions / traffic from social channels
 • Blog / content traction – how your content marketing is   
  performing via the channels 
 • Key influencers / bloggers you’ve connected with and they’re   
  sharing your content

The above is by no means an exhaustive list. The key is to 
understand why you are doing social and what you are looking to 
achieve, as that will assist you with setting the necessary metrics. 

And remember, vanity metrics such as the size of your following may 
not actually impact your bottom line. If the fact that you’ve got more 
Twitter follows, but it has zero impact on your business, then focus 
attention on something that is going to have an impact. Whether 
that impact is brand awareness, building relationships with key 
influencers / partners, becoming a thought leader in your space or 
assisting and driving direct sales – be clear on what your objectives 
are – and measure impact accordingly.

Don’t just measure everything just because there are metrics, let’s 
face it, there is so much data around, it’s challenging to understand 
how to analyse effectively. So instead, rather than get overwhelmed 
by the sheer amount of available data, focus on what really matters 
for you and your business and focus your time and energy on 
measuring those important aspects.

I hope you find this overview guide useful. If you’ve enjoyed it, we’d 
love to hear from you. Say hello and give us a shout out on social. 

Of course, there’s more detail in my books and you’ll find lots of 
information shared via our blog and indeed via our social channels. 

If you’re interested in learning more from me and my team, then we 
offer training and coaching courses, both online and in-house, so 
simply contact us with your requirements.

Of course, stay tuned via social via @carvillcreative or 
@michellecarvill – and you’ll find us on Facebook, Instagram and 
LinkedIn  too. 

And don’t forget Join Social Souls today – it’s a free Facebook group, 
filled with those interested in learning, sharing and supporting one 
another. The perfect place to join in the conversation. Because… in 
the ever changing world of digital marketing and social media, there 
are NO stupid questions. 

And finally, if you’d like a copy of our Practical Marketing Plan 
Overview too – simply click here.

Thanks for tuning in. 
Michelle 

Key things to check with your LinkedIn activity:

 • As a starting point be sure that your own LinkedIn Profile is up  
  to date. You are ideally looking to get to ‘All Star’ as together   
  with looking generally more professional, it enables your profile  
  to be more visible in searches.

 • Where relevant, created a LinkedIn Company Profile.

 • Create a captivating headline. For example, don’t just give your  
  job title, perhaps give your title but also a statement of your   
  intention and how you help others. I’ve seen a lot of    
  professionals simply say, Partner or Director. But that doesn’t  
  give much insight – and if you think about LinkedIn being a huge  
  search engine, you want to ensure that you give yourself the   
  best chance of being found when people are searching for
  your expertise. 

 • Join relevant groups – but only if you really see a value
  in doing so.  

Again, you’ll find a number of useful blogs on LinkedIn and ‘showing 
up’ as a professional on the Carvill blog – and these aspects are 
covered in more detail in the books we mentioned earlier too.
And if you’ve got any specific questions – be sure to join our 
Facebook Group, Social Souls – as that’s exactly what that Group 
loves to jump in and provide answers around.

6. Integrate Social into your Marketing Communications
Social media activity isn’t something that sits alone in a silo. It’s
 rarely a lone wolf and to be effective and have a greater impact, 
it’s important to integrate social media into all the activities you do. 
Always with an overriding focus on delivering on your business 
objectives. 

When developing marketing campaigns and activities, think about 
how you can be ‘plugging in’ social media to leverage reach, 
exposure, return on investment and results.

All communications and touch points be they online or offline 
should consider the social media channels. Simple activities are 
often left undone, such as including prompts on business cards, 
email footers, invoices, letterheads. Often the social icons on 
people’s websites are there, but they don’t actually link up to 
anything? If you don’t have live accounts, then take the icons off your 
site. Only have icons listed where people can easily access your 
conversations and get in touch. Otherwise, it looks a bit amateur. 

Whether you’re running an event, a product launch, a promotion etc. 
– think about where your audiences are and how you can 
communicate with them using the social channels. For example, if 
you know a lot of your customers engage via Facebook, then 
consider doing a Facebook Live to discuss the event, launch or 
promotion. And then share relevant posts and encourage 
engagement.  Consider live streaming behind the scenes content, or 
introductions to your team, product, what customers say etc. There 
are so many ways that you can optimise the channels, audiences 
and reach. 

But it won’t happen without some planning and thinking. So plan for 
it to happen and then it’s more likely to happen.

Finally… but certainly not least – let’s take a 
look at ‘Measuring’ your
social media effectiveness.

4. An overview of blogging
Blogs, in our humble opinion, have historically formed the backbone 
to most business’s social content. And in a world where the quality 
of content you share is very much still ‘king’, and marketers, 
businesses and brands are all publishers, then content REALLY 
matters.

Content can be many things, (as we’ve explored a little in here – but 
be sure to tune into to our Content Guide for more on content). Your 
all-important content needs a home – and blogs can provide a 
flexible home for your content, that works well for your audience 
and also well for you and your website. 

As well as creating your own content and sharing it on your blog, do 
research and find out which blogs you should be tuning into too. 
Remember, curating other people’s content can be just as useful and 
engaging for your audience. 

And of course, as part of your research, do a bit of blogger outreach 
too. Find the bloggers that are really influential in your space, follow 
their content, share it, comment on it, and connect with them 
directly. There may be opportunity for you to collaborate. Perhaps 
they will create a guest article for your blog – and who knows, you 
could do the same for them. If you have a product, perhaps you 
want them to review it? 

Twitter is useful for finding relevant blogs. Many tweets are links to 
blog posts – so when you find relevant people, check their profiles 
and any links in their bio. Review their blogs and tune in to those 
that are relevant.

5. Building your professional brand on LinkedIn
For many business people and businesses – growing a corporate 
brand presence on LinkedIn is something  they need to do. It’s 
still the number one network for business to business 
engagement – after all, people on LinkedIn are there to do 
business.

You can build your own personal brand on LinkedIn giving you a 
professional identity, showcasing your expertise and evidencing this 
through thought leadership content and recommendations. Plus you 
can upload visual content, videos, presentations, links to 
publications and imagery to make your profile stand out and 
interesting. It helps you to showcase your expertise in a dynamic 
way, perhaps showcasing a talk you gave on an area of expertise or 
a video of your latest talk, or perhaps an interview with a client 
sharing the problem you solved for them directly. 

The LinkedIn Company Page may also be important, particularly if 
you have a larger company with employees. Having all your team 
aligned with your Company Page gives you the opportunity to 
connect your employees to the organisation and also get them to 
help you amplify your message directly to them, and also into their 
networks. For example, if you share a blog post via your LinkedIn 
Company Page, and each employee is following that page, that piece 
of content will be pushed to their feed and visible to their network of 
connections. 

There are a number of relevant groups to join and participate in 
within LinkedIn. But again, only join them if you think you’re going to 
get value. Groups can be time consuming – and like many things 
with networking, the more you contribute and participate, the more 
likely you’ll get a return on your investment. But it may be a slow 
burner – so be mindful of your time. 
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7. Measure, but Measure What Matters

As with all marketing activity, you need to be able to measure how 
your social media efforts are playing out.

Typical metrics MAY consider:

 • Traction / traffic to blogs / websites
 • Users signing up to surveys / petitions 
 • Lead generation sign ups on a specific landing page
 • Perhaps offers exclusive to Facebook or Instagram, tracking
  a special code
 • Picking up brand activity, more people talking, mentioning,   
  engaging with your brand
 • Content shares / engagement
 • Social account follower / growth (expansion of your base)
 • Google analytics – reviewing sales / conversions/assisted   
  conversions / traffic from social channels
 • Blog / content traction – how your content marketing is   
  performing via the channels 
 • Key influencers / bloggers you’ve connected with and they’re   
  sharing your content

The above is by no means an exhaustive list. The key is to 
understand why you are doing social and what you are looking to 
achieve, as that will assist you with setting the necessary metrics. 

And remember, vanity metrics such as the size of your following may 
not actually impact your bottom line. If the fact that you’ve got more 
Twitter follows, but it has zero impact on your business, then focus 
attention on something that is going to have an impact. Whether 
that impact is brand awareness, building relationships with key 
influencers / partners, becoming a thought leader in your space or 
assisting and driving direct sales – be clear on what your objectives 
are – and measure impact accordingly.

Don’t just measure everything just because there are metrics, let’s 
face it, there is so much data around, it’s challenging to understand 
how to analyse effectively. So instead, rather than get overwhelmed 
by the sheer amount of available data, focus on what really matters 
for you and your business and focus your time and energy on 
measuring those important aspects.

I hope you find this overview guide useful. If you’ve enjoyed it, we’d 
love to hear from you. Say hello and give us a shout out on social. 

Of course, there’s more detail in my books and you’ll find lots of 
information shared via our blog and indeed via our social channels. 

If you’re interested in learning more from me and my team, then we 
offer training and coaching courses, both online and in-house, so 
simply contact us with your requirements.

Of course, stay tuned via social via @carvillcreative or 
@michellecarvill – and you’ll find us on Facebook, Instagram and 
LinkedIn  too. 

And don’t forget Join Social Souls today – it’s a free Facebook group, 
filled with those interested in learning, sharing and supporting one 
another. The perfect place to join in the conversation. Because… in 
the ever changing world of digital marketing and social media, there 
are NO stupid questions. 

And finally, if you’d like a copy of our Practical Marketing Plan 
Overview too – simply click here.

Thanks for tuning in. 
Michelle 

Key things to check with your LinkedIn activity:

 • As a starting point be sure that your own LinkedIn Profile is up  
  to date. You are ideally looking to get to ‘All Star’ as together   
  with looking generally more professional, it enables your profile  
  to be more visible in searches.

 • Where relevant, created a LinkedIn Company Profile.

 • Create a captivating headline. For example, don’t just give your  
  job title, perhaps give your title but also a statement of your   
  intention and how you help others. I’ve seen a lot of    
  professionals simply say, Partner or Director. But that doesn’t  
  give much insight – and if you think about LinkedIn being a huge  
  search engine, you want to ensure that you give yourself the   
  best chance of being found when people are searching for
  your expertise. 

 • Join relevant groups – but only if you really see a value
  in doing so.  

Again, you’ll find a number of useful blogs on LinkedIn and ‘showing 
up’ as a professional on the Carvill blog – and these aspects are 
covered in more detail in the books we mentioned earlier too.
And if you’ve got any specific questions – be sure to join our 
Facebook Group, Social Souls – as that’s exactly what that Group 
loves to jump in and provide answers around.

6. Integrate Social into your Marketing Communications
Social media activity isn’t something that sits alone in a silo. It’s
 rarely a lone wolf and to be effective and have a greater impact, 
it’s important to integrate social media into all the activities you do. 
Always with an overriding focus on delivering on your business 
objectives. 

When developing marketing campaigns and activities, think about 
how you can be ‘plugging in’ social media to leverage reach, 
exposure, return on investment and results.

All communications and touch points be they online or offline 
should consider the social media channels. Simple activities are 
often left undone, such as including prompts on business cards, 
email footers, invoices, letterheads. Often the social icons on 
people’s websites are there, but they don’t actually link up to 
anything? If you don’t have live accounts, then take the icons off your 
site. Only have icons listed where people can easily access your 
conversations and get in touch. Otherwise, it looks a bit amateur. 

Whether you’re running an event, a product launch, a promotion etc. 
– think about where your audiences are and how you can 
communicate with them using the social channels. For example, if 
you know a lot of your customers engage via Facebook, then 
consider doing a Facebook Live to discuss the event, launch or 
promotion. And then share relevant posts and encourage 
engagement.  Consider live streaming behind the scenes content, or 
introductions to your team, product, what customers say etc. There 
are so many ways that you can optimise the channels, audiences 
and reach. 

But it won’t happen without some planning and thinking. So plan for 
it to happen and then it’s more likely to happen.

Finally… but certainly not least – let’s take a 
look at ‘Measuring’ your
social media effectiveness.

4. An overview of blogging
Blogs, in our humble opinion, have historically formed the backbone 
to most business’s social content. And in a world where the quality 
of content you share is very much still ‘king’, and marketers, 
businesses and brands are all publishers, then content REALLY 
matters.

Content can be many things, (as we’ve explored a little in here – but 
be sure to tune into to our Content Guide for more on content). Your 
all-important content needs a home – and blogs can provide a 
flexible home for your content, that works well for your audience 
and also well for you and your website. 

As well as creating your own content and sharing it on your blog, do 
research and find out which blogs you should be tuning into too. 
Remember, curating other people’s content can be just as useful and 
engaging for your audience. 

And of course, as part of your research, do a bit of blogger outreach 
too. Find the bloggers that are really influential in your space, follow 
their content, share it, comment on it, and connect with them 
directly. There may be opportunity for you to collaborate. Perhaps 
they will create a guest article for your blog – and who knows, you 
could do the same for them. If you have a product, perhaps you 
want them to review it? 

Twitter is useful for finding relevant blogs. Many tweets are links to 
blog posts – so when you find relevant people, check their profiles 
and any links in their bio. Review their blogs and tune in to those 
that are relevant.

5. Building your professional brand on LinkedIn
For many business people and businesses – growing a corporate 
brand presence on LinkedIn is something  they need to do. It’s 
still the number one network for business to business 
engagement – after all, people on LinkedIn are there to do 
business.

You can build your own personal brand on LinkedIn giving you a 
professional identity, showcasing your expertise and evidencing this 
through thought leadership content and recommendations. Plus you 
can upload visual content, videos, presentations, links to 
publications and imagery to make your profile stand out and 
interesting. It helps you to showcase your expertise in a dynamic 
way, perhaps showcasing a talk you gave on an area of expertise or 
a video of your latest talk, or perhaps an interview with a client 
sharing the problem you solved for them directly. 

The LinkedIn Company Page may also be important, particularly if 
you have a larger company with employees. Having all your team 
aligned with your Company Page gives you the opportunity to 
connect your employees to the organisation and also get them to 
help you amplify your message directly to them, and also into their 
networks. For example, if you share a blog post via your LinkedIn 
Company Page, and each employee is following that page, that piece 
of content will be pushed to their feed and visible to their network of 
connections. 

There are a number of relevant groups to join and participate in 
within LinkedIn. But again, only join them if you think you’re going to 
get value. Groups can be time consuming – and like many things 
with networking, the more you contribute and participate, the more 
likely you’ll get a return on your investment. But it may be a slow 
burner – so be mindful of your time. 

www.carvillcreative.co.uk

If you have any questions or need help getting started either with 
how to build social into your Marketing Strategy, or practical day to 
day implementation, the team here at Carvill provide a solution to 
your day to day social media activity. 

We can work with you to develop strategy, train up your team to 
deliver social media effectively, or you can outsource your social 
media activity to us – and we’ll become an extension of your team. 

To get in touch online click here, or don’t hesitate to contact us the 
good old fashioned way too – simply call us on 01628 782558. 

Enjoy your planning...
The Team at Carvill – The Social Media Agency

http://www.carvillcreative.co.uk/contact-us
http://www.carvillcreative.co.uk/
http://www.carvillcreative.co.uk/



